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Overview
This thesis presents several advances in the technology and applications of
photonic crystal fibres achieved over the last three years. Chapters 1 and 2
give the background material important to understand the results presented
in chapters 3, 4 and 5.
In chapter 1, linear properties of optical fibres are described. This chapter
focuses particularly on how the engineering of the cladding structure of solid
core photonic crystal fibres can be used to vary the fibre properties, most
importantly the group index and dispersion. Propagation in all-solid photonic
bandgap fibres is also discussed in terms of the anti-resonant reflecting optical
waveguide model.
Chapter 2 introduces the nonlinear optical effects that are important to un-
derstand the work presented in chapters 4 and 5.
In chapter 3, a method to reduce bend losses in all-solid photonic bandgap
fibres is outlined. The reduction of these losses is achieved by redesigning
the high-index inclusions in the cladding structure to suppress cladding modes
that strongly couple to the fundamental core-guided mode when the fibre is
bent.
In chapter 4, a method of tapering photonic crystal fibres in order to de-
crease the dispersion along their length is described. The tapers are used to
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compress solitons via adiabatic soliton compression and a combination of adi-
abatic soliton compression and soliton effect compression, achieving a factor
of 15 compression of a transform-limited pulse to below 50 fs.
Chapter 5 describes how engineering the cladding structure of photonic crystal
fibres can be used to generate shorter frequencies in supercontinuum genera-
tion. The method by which this achieved is experimentally verified and then
exploited to generate a continuum incorporating the entire visible spectrum
using low cost, low maintenance pump sources.
Chapter 1
Optical fibres
1.1 Introduction
This chapter is intended to summarise important background material neces-
sary to understand the work presented in chapters 3, 4 and 5. It is neither
intended to to be complete, or even logically arranged, but to provide a useful
reference point to the reader. Important properties of conventional optical
fibres and photonic crystal fibres are discussed, with the notable exception of
nonlinear optics (important for chapters 4 and 5), this is discussed in a devoted
chapter: chapter 2. The interested reader may like to consider several review
articles for further reading [1, 2].
Since the possibility of guiding light through optical fibres was first explored
in the middle of the twentieth century, the field has expanded, driven on
principally by the desire for fast communications networks. This has led not
only to the development of low-loss long haul telecommunications fibres, but
has also driven research into fibre lasers and amplifiers. One result of this
has been reliable, relatively maintenance-free components used in today’s vast
12
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global communications network. The uses for optical fibres and fibre lasers are
not limited to communications, however, and find numerous applications—
particularly in medicine and for fundamental research into the nature of light.
In this chapter, we will give an overview of properties of optical fibres that
are important for understanding the rest of this thesis, and introduce the
particular properties of photonic crystal fibres, the main subject of this work.
Principal subjects discussed are the linear propagation of light in optical fibres,
dispersion, loss etc. and a method of understanding photonic bandgap guidance
using the anti-resonant reflecting optical waveguide (ARROW) model.
Conventional optical fibres guide light through total internal reflection (TIR)
[3]. When light is incident on a boundary of two materials of different re-
fractive indices, some light is reflected and some is refracted. When light in
a high-index material approaches the boundary with a material of lower re-
fractive index approaching parallel, known as the critical angle, the refracted
light travels along the boundary. At greater angles than this to the normal to
the boundary all the light is reflected back into the material. Optical fibres
in their simplest form achieve guidance through TIR by consisting of two re-
gions: a high-index core and a cladding region of slightly lower refractive index
(fig. 1.1a) enabling TIR along their length. Both materials used for the core
and cladding are generally fused silica with the addition of different dopants
to change the refractive index slightly [4]. Long haul communications fibres
consist of a germanium-doped core and pure silica cladding. The germanium
doping gives a slightly higher refractive index than that of pure silica. Other
dopants which raise the refractive index of silica are aluminum, phosphorus
and nitrogen, whereas fluorine and boron lower the refractive index. The
index-lowering dopants can be used to form low index claddings around cores
formed from pure silica.
In 1996, a new kind of optical fibre was reported which, instead of having
a cladding region formed from one glass, had a cladding region comprising
an array of microscopic air holes running along the fibre length [1, 2, 5]. This
became known as photonic crystal fibre (PCF) and is represented schematically
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(a) (b)
Figure 1.1: Schematic representations of cross sections through (a) a conven-
tional optical fibre and (b) a solid core photonic crystal fibre. In (a) the darker
grey region represents a core consisting of a glass of slightly higher refractive
index than that of the cladding region shown in a lighter grey. In (b) the white
regions in the cladding represent an array of air holes running the length of
the fibre.
in fig. 1.1b. The array of air holes in the cladding gives PCFs significantly
different guidance properties from conventional TIR guiding fibres. This is
because the index contrast between the core (typically pure silica) and the
cladding can be varied by altering the size of the cladding air holes, which
changes the effective refractive index of the cladding region. Control of the
effective refractive index allows significant engineering of fibre properties such
as dispersion and nonlinearity. PCFs can also display properties which are
not observed in conventional fibres. For example, with certain hole size to
hole separation (pitch, Λ) ratios, they can only ever support the fundamental
guided mode, regardless of wavelength [6, 7].
The ‘solid core’ PCFs described above are not the only type of PCF (fig. 1.2).
Another class of PCF has a different guidance mechanism altogether from TIR,
known as photonic bandgap guidance [8,9]. For this mechanism, it is no longer
a requirement that the core have a higher refractive index than the cladding.
This allows fibres to be fabricated with air cores. Hollow core photonic crystal
fibres (HC-PCFs), and a similar class of fibre with again a different guidance
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mechanism known as kagome fibres [10–12], have allowed gas-laser interactions
over far longer lengths than are achievable in free space [10, 13, 14]. The
photonic bandgap fibres (PBGFs) that are most important to the work in this
thesis are all-solid photonic bandgap fibres (AS-PBGFs) [15, 16]. These are
fabricated with a cladding array of two different glasses with different refractive
indices, rather than with glass and air. Historically these have suffered from
high loss when the fibre is bent. In chapter 3.8, an improved AS-PBGF is
presented with a cladding structure engineered specifically to reduce bend
losses.
Figure 1.2: Photonic crystal fibres. Clockwise from the top left: a solid core
photonic crystal fibre guiding by total internal reflection, a hollow core pho-
tonic bandgap fibre, an all-solid photonic bandgap fibre, a photonic bandgap
fibre with cladding array formed of rings, an individual cane used to fabricate
the ring fibre and an optical micrograph of the ring fibre.
1.2 The propagation constant
Light may only propagate in an optical fibre in one of the allowed modes, which
are distributions of the electromagnetic field described mathematically by the
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solutions of Maxwell’s equations [17]. The number of allowed modes and the
intensity distribution is governed by the physical parameters of the optical
fibre [18]. The propagation constant, β, for a particular mode traveling in an
optical fibre is the component of the wavevector k parallel to the core-cladding
boundary and governs how the phase of the mode varies with distance. It is
a useful quantity to describe propagation in optical fibres as it is conserved
at boundaries parallel to the direction of propagation, i.e. the core-cladding
boundary; the only non-parallel interfaces being the input and output faces of
the fibre. The allowed values of β in a TIR-guiding fibre are limited by the
refractive indices of the core and cladding regions and are given by
nclk0 ≤ β ≤ ncok0 (1.1)
where ncl and nco are the refractive indices of the cladding and core respectively
and k0 is the free space wavevector given by
2pi
λ
. We can define an effective
refractive index, n, of a particular mode with a propagation constant β as
n =
β
k0
. (1.2)
β depends on n which itself is a function of frequency, so the individual fre-
quency components of a pulse will have different propagation constants and
travel at different velocities leading to chromatic dispersion (the spreading out
of the individual frequency components in the pulse envelope). Chromatic
dispersion governs how the pulse width and peak intensity evolve along the
fibre length, and therefore plays a critical role in most applications.
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1.3 How are conventional step index optical
fibres described?
Conventional optical fibres may be defined by the core-cladding refractive in-
dex contrast (∆) and the normalised frequency known as the V parameter
which governs the number of modes supported in the core for a particular
wavelength of light. The parameter ∆ is given by
∆ =
nco − ncl
nco
, (1.3)
and the V parameter is given by
V = k0a(n
2
co − n2cl)
1
2 (1.4)
where a is the core radius, k0 =
2pi
λ
and λ is the wavelength of light. In
conventional optical fibres the fibre will support only the fundamental mode
and no higher order modes if the condition V < 2.405 is satisfied [18]. If this
is the case the fibre is said to be single moded. It can be seen from 1.4 that,
in order for a fibre to be single moded, either a needs to be small, λ to be
large or n2co−n2cl to be small. Commercial single mode fibres are therefore only
single moded for a specific wavelength region. As a higher order mode reaches
a wavelength region where it is no longer supported it is said to approach the
“cut-off” wavelength.
For TIR guidance, light needs to be launched into an optical fibre so that it
propagates with an angle less than the critical angle, θc. We can define an
acceptance cone known as the numerical aperture (NA) as shown in fig. 1.3
for a particular fibre given by the sine of the maximum launching angle θmax.
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sin(θmax) =
√
n2co − n2cl. (1.5)
Figure 1.3: Schematic representations of the numerical aperture of a step index
fibre. On the left is the fibre end face whereas the diagram on the right shows
a slice along the z axis through the centre of the fibre.
For practical use of optical fibres the NA is an important quantity to know.
In order to couple light from one fibre to a second fibre efficiently, lenses must
be used which closely match the NAs of the fibres.
1.4 Describing photonic crystal fibres
PCFs are principally defined by three key parameters as shown in fig. 1.4: the
centre to centre separation of the cladding inclusions (either air holes or doped
glasses) Λ, the diameter of the cladding inclusions d, and the core diameter
ρ defined as the shortest distance across the core between the closest spaced
cladding inclusions.
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Figure 1.4: The key photonic crystal fibre parameters: Λ is the centre to
centre separation of the cladding inclusions, d is the diameter of the cladding
inclusions and ρ is the core diameter.
1.5 Chromatic dispersion
The effective refractive index of a confined mode in a fibre varies as a function
of frequency, ω. The individual speeds experienced by different frequencies
are different given by c
n(ω)
. Consider an optical pulse envelope propagating
with several frequencies travelling at different speeds. The pulse envelope will
spread out as it propagates, as the slower frequencies lag behind the faster
ones; this process is known as chromatic dispersion. The engineering of fibre
dispersion is exploited in chapters 4 and 5. In chapter 4, work is presented
where a fibre is fabricated with the dispersion varying along its length in order
to compress adiabatically optical pulses known as solitons. In chapter 5, work
is presented where the group index (defined below) is engineered in a fibre in
order to generate additional frequencies in supercontinuum generation.
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To describe chromatic dispersion of a pulse propagating in an optical fibre, a
Taylor expansion of β is taken around the central frequency of the pulse, ω0,
to give
β(ω) = n(ω)
ω
c
= β0 + β1(ω − ω0) + 1
2
β2(ω − ω0)2 + 1
6
β3(ω − ω0)3 + . . . (1.6)
where
βm =
(
dmβ
dωm
)
ω=ω0
, m = 0, 1, 2, 3, . . . (1.7)
The coefficients β1 and β2 are related to the refractive index and its derivatives
through the relations
β1 =
1
vg
=
ng
c
=
1
c
(
n+ ω
dn
dω
)
, (1.8)
β2 =
1
c
(
2
dn
dω
+ ω
d2n
dω2
)
, (1.9)
where vg is the group velocity and ng is the group index. It can easily be
seen from 1.8 that the group index can be readily obtained from the second
term of 1.6. Throughout this thesis we will refer to ng and n as functions of
wavelength. The parameter ng varies as a function of n through the relation
ng(λ) = n(λ)− λdn(λ)
dλ
. (1.10)
Both ng and n are plotted in fig. 1.5 for bulk silica.
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Figure 1.5: Variation of phase index and group index with wavelength for bulk
silica
The coefficient β2 determines how the individual frequencies in a pulse en-
velope disperse as it propagates. This is known as group velocity dispersion
(GVD) and it is quantified by β2, which is generally given in units of ps
2 km−1.
Dispersion is also quantified by the dispersion parameter, D, which has arisen
for practical engineering use and has units of picoseconds of spreading per
nanometre of bandwidth per kilometre travelled, ps nm−1 km−1. The param-
eter D is obtained from β2 by the relation
D = −2pic
λ2
β2. (1.11)
In this thesis D will be generally used rather than β2 and given in terms of λ
rather than ω. Rewriting 1.9 for D in terms of λ we obtain
D(λ) = −λ
c
d2n(λ)
dλ2
= c
dng(λ)
dλ
. (1.12)
The variation of D and β2 with wavelength for bulk silica can be seen in
fig. 1.6. There are two distinct regions, the first where D is negative (β2 is
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Figure 1.6: Variation of D and β2 with wavelength for bulk silica.
positive) known as the normal dispersion regime. Here the lower frequencies
travel faster than the higher frequencies, so a pulse will spread out with a
frequency chirp in which the lower frequencies travel at the front of the pulse.
In the second region, known as the anomalous dispersion regime, D is positive
(β2 is negative). In this region, the higher frequencies travel faster than the
lower frequencies, so a pulse will spread out with the higher frequencies at the
leading edge of the pulse.
1.5.1 The dispersion length
For a pulse of a given duration propagating in a fibre, we can define a char-
acteristic length over which the effects of dispersion become important. This
length is known as the dispersion length, LD, and is given by the equation
LD =
T 20
|β2| , (1.13)
where T0 is the input pulse width. From 1.13 it is straightforward to note that
dispersive effects become more important for shorter pulses. The physical ex-
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planation for this is that a shorter transform limited pulse will have broader
bandwidth than a pulse of longer temporal duration, and will therefore expe-
rience a greater degree of spreading.
1.5.2 Dispersion engineering
This section describes how the cladding of index guiding PCFs can engineered
and the subsequent effect on the dispersion of the fibre. The ability to engi-
neer the dispersion, a linear property, of PCFs underpins the nonlinear work
presented in chapters 4 and 5.
There are two contributions to the overall dispersion of an optical fibre: ma-
terial dispersion and waveguide dispersion. Material dispersion is the intrinsic
dispersion of a bulk medium arising from the interaction between an electro-
magnetic wave and the electrons in the medium. The proximity in wavelength
of the electromagnetic wave to the electronic resonances of the medium affect
the response of the medium. It is this which accounts for the wavelength de-
pendence of the refractive index in bulk media. As well as the contribution
to the dispersion from the bulk material, there is also a waveguide contri-
bution to the dispersion arising from the confinement of optical waves. For
conventional optical fibres (which have a core-cladding index contrast of only
1-2%) there is only a slight modification from the bulk silica dispersion curve,
although introducing rings of different dopants around the core and tapering
the fibre can be used to adjust the slope and position of the zero dispersion
wavelength [19, 20]. As PCFs have a large core-cladding index contrast, the
contribution from the waveguide dispersion can be quite large, significantly
altering the overall dispersion from that of the bulk material.
To understand why the waveguide contribution to the dispersion can be so
large in PCFs it is useful to look back to the phase index n. Fig. 1.7a shows
n as a function of wavelength for bulk silica, and also the fundamental modes
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.7: The variation of n, ng and D with wavelength for bulk silica
(blue), a 4µm silica strand surrounded by air (red), and a 2µm silica strand
surrounded by air (green).
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of a 4µm diameter silica strand and a 2µm silica strand both surrounded by
air. These are good approximations to high-∆ PCFs. For λ <400µm there
is little difference between the strands and the bulk material. This is because
the the wavelength here is small, and therefore most of the light is guided
in the strand and does not spread far into the air “cladding”. The result is
that there is little deviation from the phase index of the bulk material. As λ
increases a mode in a strand will become larger and more light will propagate
outside the the strand in the air; this is accentuated for smaller strands. As a
result, the deviation from the bulk material becomes larger as the phase indices
of the strands tend towards that of air (n = 1). 1.10 gives the relationship
between the group index and the phase index. The last term on the right-
hand side depends on dn
dλ
. In the case of silica this is negative, making the
overall contribution to the group index of the last term positive. The size
of the contribution depends on the magnitude of the slope, which, at shorter
wavelengths, is larger for smaller cores. As the phase index approaches 1 the
magnitude of the slope becomes smaller and provides a second inflection point.
The inflection points in the phase index provide the maxima and minima in
the corresponding group index curves, fig. 1.7b. We can extend this to see how
the GVD is varied through 1.12 which is proportional to dng(λ)
dλ
. The maxima
and minima in the group index curves give rise to points of zero GVD as shown
in fig. 1.7c. Regions where dng(λ)
dλ
is large give large dispersion.
The effective refractive index of PCF cladding structures can be approximately
varied anywhere between that of silica and that of air by changing the size and
separation of the air holes. A plane wave travelling in an infinite PCF cladding
array will propagate with a propagation constant defined by the fundamental
space filling mode (FSM) βfsm [6]. The effective refractive index of the cladding
can be defined by
nfsm =
βfsm
k0
. (1.14)
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Figure 1.8: The effective refractive index of the fundamental space filling mode
against normalised wavelength for five infinite PCF cladding arrays. d/Λ =0.4,
0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8 for blue, red, green, purple and cyan respectively.
Fig. 1.8 shows the effective refractive indices of infinite cladding arrays with
different d/Λ ratios against normalised wavelength. When the wavelength
becomes as large as Λ, the effective index can be seen to tend towards different
values between the refractive indices of nair and nsilica.
The effect of different cladding structures on different fibre properties is shown
in fig. 1.9. Here n, ng and D are plotted against wavelength for five different
cladding d/Λ ratios all with a pitch of 2µm. The different d/Λ ratios give
different effective indices for the claddings, so the phase indices tend to different
values of n lying between nair and nsilica. As the core-cladding index contrast
decreases (d/Λ decreases), the confinement of the mode to the core region
becomes weaker, allowing the mode to spread further into the cladding with
increasing wavelength. This can be seen by comparing fig. 1.9a and fig. 1.8.
The effective index in a small d/Λ PCF tends towards the effective cladding
index at shorter wavelengths than for larger d/Λ ratios. Careful selection of
the core size and cladding parameters allow fibres with tailored dispersion
profiles to be produced. Some notable reported PCFs with tailored dispersion
profiles include: ultra flattened (Reeves et al. [21] demonstrated a PCF with a
flat dispersion profile, to reduce higher order dispersion, close to zero between
1.1 to 1.6µm), multiple zero, zero dispersion shifted [22] and even tapered by
adjusting the air holes along the length of the fibre [23].
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 1.9: Phase index, group index and dispersion plotted as a function
of wavelength for fibres where d/Λ =0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7 and 0.8. In each case
Λ=2.0µm.
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1.6 Loss
No optical fibre guides light without some degree of power loss as the light
propagates. Loss is generally expressed in optical fibres on a logarithmic scale
with units of dB/km. The loss α is given by
α = −10
L
log
(
Pout
Pin
)
(1.15)
where L is the distance along the fibre and Pout
Pin
is the ratio of output power
to input power. In silica optical fibres there are several contributions to the
overall loss, shown in fig. 1.10. The window over which silica is transparent
spans from approximately 0.2 to 2.5µm. The ultraviolet edge is limited by
electronic absorption and the infrared edge is limited by the absorption of the
silica bonds. The fundamental loss below 1.55µm is not due to the electronic
absorption, but instead due to Rayleigh scattering which scales with λ−4.
Rayleigh scattering governs the fundamental limit for the lowest loss as it arises
from density fluctuations frozen into the fibre during fabrication [24]. Curves
of loss vs wavelength for multimode fibres fabricated from Heraeus Fluosil
preforms [25] are shown in fig. 1.10. The cladding regions are all fluorine
doped silica and the core regions are formed from different grades of silica.
In addition to these intrinsic losses, silica fibres are also very sensitive to
impurities. In particular OH− ions have a strong absorption close to 2.7µm,
and several overtones are particularly prominent [26] as seen in fig. 1.10 as
peaks at 1.4µm and 1.2µm. These peaks arise through contamination from
water molecules, so every effort to keep the silica “dry” throughout the fibre
fabrication process must be made. The reduction of OH− ions during the glass
fabrication process can be done with the introduction of Cl− ions; however, this
introduces chlorine absorption bands in the ultraviolet region of the spectrum.
Initial predictions for hollow-core PCFs implied that it may be possible to
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Figure 1.10: Loss curves for multimode fibres with different core glasses avail-
able from Heraeus. SWU has an F300 core, the lowest water content pure fused
silica available from Heraeus with less than <0.7 ppm OH−. This low figure is
achieved using chlorine in the fabrication process which has its own absorption
peaks visible in the ultraviolet region. SSU/SBU and SXU are formed from
pure silica which has not been treated with chlorine (F100 and F110). This
achieves better transmission than F300 in the ultraviolet region but has signif-
icantly larger OH− content. STU and STU-D are fluorine doped (F320) with
OH− contents of 1-20 ppm and <1 ppm respectively. All the cladding regions
are formed from fluorine doped silica.
obtain lower losses than low-loss conventional long-haul telecommunications
fibres (≈ 0.2 dB/km). This is because light is propagating in air with only
a small overlap with a silica core wall, which will virtually eliminate all the
above loss mechanisms. However, Roberts et al. [27, 28] reported that air-
silica microstructured fibres suffer from their own loss mechanism. Roughness
at air-silica interfaces couples light out of the guided core mode and into lossy
cladding modes. This limits the best hollow core fibre losses to just above that
of conventional low-loss fibres at ≈ 1.2 dB/km.
Solid core PCFs, in general, are used for nonlinear applications; this is the
case in the work detailed in the latter chapters of this thesis. The enhanced
confinement of light to the core and the ability to engineer the dispersion leads
to nonlinear effects occuring over far shorter distances than in conventional
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optical fibres. This places less of an importance on the loss of these fibres,
however, loss still plays its part in many cases. In supercontinuum generation
light can be generated in the blue and ultraviolet regions as well as >2100 nm
where the loss is in excess of 100 dB/km, this will eventually limit the generated
continuum. Typical fibre lengths for continuum generation therefore range
from 2 m for femtosecond pulses to 10 m for sub-nanosecond pulses.
In addition to these intrinsic losses, optical fibres can also suffer losses when
the fibre is bent. In chapter 3 a method for fabricating all solid bandgap fibres
with reduced bend losses is presented. Bend loss in conventional optical fibres
and all-solid bandgap fibres is discussed in detail in chapter 3.
1.7 Bandgap guidance in all solid photonic
bandgap fibres: the ARROW model
The most universally accepted model for bandgap guidance in PCFs is known
as the anti-resonant reflecting optical waveguide or ARROW model. The
ARROW model was first proposed as an explanation for bandgap guidance
in PCFs by Litchinitser et al. [29, 30], although a similar theory for one-
dimensional periodically planar waveguides, where light is confined by a series
of high and low index regions, had long been in existence [31, 32]; fig. 1.11a.
This 1d model provides an easy way to understand the physical concept, so it
will be discussed first and then extended to PCFs. The fibres we will consider
consist of a two dimensional array of high index circular rods embedded in a
low index background, with a single rod missing forming a low index defect
region in which light can be confined. A similar structure is used in all-solid
photonic bandgap fibres [15,16,33], see fig. 1.11b.
The ARROW model is based around a consideration of the individual modes
of the high index regions. The high index regions in the case of all-solid
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Figure 1.11: Schematic diagrams of a) a one dimensional anti-resonant planar
waveguide (the core is running vertically) and b) an all-solid photonic bandgap
fibre with the core defect running into the page. In both cases high index
regions, n2, are darker grey and the low index background material, n1, is
white. The low index core defects in which the light is confined by anti-
resonant reflection are formed in both cases by the omission of one high index
region in an otherwise regular array.
photonic bandgap fibres can be considered as an array of conventional step
index fibre cores and in the planar waveguide are considered to be a series of
Fabry-Perot resonators [34]. In the one dimensional case, when the wavelength
of light in the core matches a resonant wavelength of the Fabry-Perot, cavity
the light will be transmitted out of the core through the high index resonator;
see fig. 1.12a. Away from this resonant wavelength the light will be reflected
back and confined to the core of the waveguide, as shown in fig. 1.12b.
The anti-resonant case is when the wavelength of the light inside the cavity
is half-way between two consecutive cavity resonances, although light will be
reflected back for any wavelength away from a cavity resonance (fig. 1.12b).
Extending this to the 2d array of high index cores, the resonant modes of the
cavity are analogous to the modes of the high index cores at their cutoff wave-
lengths. The cutoff wavelength for a particular mode is the longest wavelength
for which the mode can still be supported in a high index core, i.e. above this
wavelength the core can support m modes and below it can support m + 1
modes. When light is incident on a high index core at a cutoff wavelength, it
will be resonantly coupled out of the low index core defect. This manifests it-
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Figure 1.12: Schematic representations of the intensity profile in the core
region and first high index regions in the one dimensional planar waveguide,
a) is the anti-resonant case where light is confined in the core region by anti-
resonant reflections and b) is when the wavelength is close to a resonance of the
high index regions corresponding to the peak transmission of the Fabry-Perot
cavity.
self as sharp high loss regions in the transmission spectrum of the fibre. Again,
away from the resonant wavelengths the light is reflected back and confined in
the low index core. In the ARROW model, the locations of the band gap edges
are independent of the separation and location of the high index regions, de-
pending only on the size, shape and refractive index (i.e. the quantities which
affect the modes) [16,29,30,35,36] of the high index resonators.
1.8 Fabrication
Fabrication of both PCF and conventional optical fibre requires first the cre-
ation of a macroscopic preform of the desired microscopic fibre structure.
These preforms are then drawn to fibre on a fibre drawing tower in a sim-
ilar manner to the fabrication of seaside rock [37]. There are a number of
ways of fabricating PCF preforms, with the most common being the stack
and draw method (fig. 1.13). First, capillaries are drawn from glass tubes and
then stacked in a close packed array with any solid defects (such as the core)
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created by the replacement of a capillary with a solid rod. This “stack” is
then inserted into a tube (typically 20-25 mm in diameter), and put on a fibre
drawing tower, and drawn down to the preforms (typically 1-4 mm in diam-
eter). These preforms provide a useful intermediate stage before drawing to
fibre. The holes in the preforms are generally pressurised as they are drawn to
fibre. This can maintain the structure, or allow the holes to collapse or to be
inflated. It is even possible to apply different pressures to different holes by
inserting capillaries into them and pressurising the capillaries; this technique
has been used to make polarisation-maintaining PCFs [38].
PCF preforms can also be created by drilling the desired structure into a solid
rod. This technique not only limits the length of the preforms by the length
of the drill bit, but also requires the silica cladding web to be thick walled in
order to prevent the walls from breaking.
PCFs fabricated from soft glasses such as tellurite have also been reported
[39–41]. Here, the lower melting point of the glass allows preforms to be
fabricated by extruding pellets of the glass through a metal die.
1.9 Summary
This chapter has given an introduction to the linear properties of PCFs. The
ARROW model, discussed in section 1.7, describes the the guidance mecha-
nism of AS-PBGFs. The linear guidance properties of AS-PBGFs are explored
in chapter 3, where the shape of the high-index inclusions in the cladding are
changed in order to change the modal properties of the cladding. The ability
to engineer the dispersion of PCFs by modifying the cladding (section 1.5.2)
is of particular relevance to chapters 4 and 5. The work in chapters 4 and 5,
however, lies in the field of nonlinear optics, which will be discussed in the
following chapter.
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Figure 1.13: A schematic representation of the stack and draw method of PCF
fabrication. First, capillaries are drawn from pure silica tubes (1) and are then
stacked in a close packed array with the introduction of a defect region to form
the core (2). These are drawn down to preforms (3) which are then jacketed
in a silica tube and drawn to fibre (4).
Chapter 2
Nonlinear optics
2.1 Introduction
This chapter moves on from linear properties of optical fibres and describes
nonlinear optical effects which are key for understanding chapters 4 and 5. As
with chapter 1 it is not intended to give a comprehensive understanding of
optical nonlinearity (there are significantly sized textbooks available [42, 43]),
but should be viewed as a reference point for chapters 4 and 5. First we
will explore the fundamental reasons for optical nonlinearity and then we will
discuss nonlinear effects of specific importance to the latter chapters of this
thesis.
2.2 The origins of optical nonlinearities
The response of any dielectric to an incoming electromagnetic wave is deter-
mined by the response of the outer, loosely bound, valence electrons. The
35
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incoming wave gives rise to a polarisation p, whose scalar form is given by
p = 0χE, where E is the electric field of the incoming wave, χ is the suscep-
tibility of the material and 0 is the permittivity of a vacuum. Under intense
fields, the response of the electrons becomes nonlinear. To describe mathe-
matically this χ, is replaced with a Taylor expansion to give the polynomial
approximation
p = 0
∑
n
χnE
n, (2.1)
where χ1 is the first order linear contribution to the susceptibility. The lowest
order nonlinear term that is important for optical fibres is χ3. The even terms
are only non-zero for materials which do not possess inversion symmetry, i.e. in
which the energy required to drive the electrons up is not equal to the energy
required to drive them down. In such a material, in 1d, the potential energy,
V , is described as a function of displacement, x, by V (x) 6= V (−x). Crystals
in which χ2 6= 0 are responsible for effects such as frequency doubling [18].
χ3 gives rise to three principal nonlinear effects: the Kerr effect, and two
stimulated inelastic scattering processes: stimulated Raman scattering (SRS)
and stimulated Brillouin scattering (SBS).
2.2.1 The Kerr effect
The optical Kerr effect gives rise to an intensity-dependent refractive index
change, ∆n, and from this most known nonlinear effects arise. The total
refractive index of a material can be written as
ntot = n+ ∆n = n+ n2I, (2.2)
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where n is the linear refractive index, n2 is a constant for a given material
known as the nonlinear index coefficient, and I is the intensity of the incoming
light. In general, n2 is small (3× 10−23 m2W−1 in air and 2× 10−20 m2W−1 in
silica) so its effects are negligible unless the intensity is high or the interaction
lengths are long. It is this that gives silica optical fibres a distinct advantage as
a medium to observe nonlinear effects; optical pulses can be propagated over
kilometres with losses of a fraction of a dB [44]. Nonlinear refraction is the
root of effects such as self phase modulation (SPM) (and optical solitons), four-
wave mixing (FWM), modulation instability (MI) and cross phase modulation
(XPM). These will be discussed in detail later in this chapter.
As n2 is generally small, the induced index change is only seen for high in-
tensities. A result of this is it is difficult (but not impossible [45]) to observe
nonlinear effects from lasers in the continuous wave (CW) regime, where the
powers typically range from a few milliwatts to a few tens of watts. Instead,
pulsed lasers are used where the peak powers of the pulses are several orders
of magnitude higher.
2.2.2 Stimulated inelastic scattering processes
SRS and SBS both cause a transfer of energy from an electromagnetic wave
to the dielectric medium in which it is propagating, producing photons down-
shifted in frequency [42]. In the case of SBS, energy is transferred to an
acoustic phonon and a frequency down shifted optical photon propagating in
the opposite direction to that of the incident photon. It is also possible to
use SBS to gain frequency up-shifted photons given an available phonon of the
correct energy and momentum. In SRS, energy is transferred from the incident
wave to the vibrational and rotational modes of the molecules in the dielectric,
with the resulting down-shifted photons propagating in the same direction as
the incident photons. It is possible for two co-propagating laser beams of
different frequency to transfer energy between each other via SRS, with the
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lower frequency beam gaining energy at the expense of the higher frequency
beam. This effect has found uses in Raman lasers and Raman amplifiers [46].
In the case of ultrashort (<0.5 ps) pulses with large bandwidths, the higher
frequencies within the pulse can act as a pump for the lower frequencies which
constantly shifts the pulse to longer wavelengths [47, 48]. This is known as
intrapulse Raman scattering and is a very useful effect for the generation of
new optical frequencies. Specific Raman peaks have also been generated in
gas filled hollow core photonic crystal fibres and used to generate frequency
combs spanning multiple octaves [49, 50].
2.3 Quantifying nonlinearity in optical fibres
Nonlinearity in waveguides is quantified in terms of a nonlinear parameter
known as γ, which takes the form
γ =
n2ω0
cAeff
, (2.3)
where Aeff is the effective area of the guided mode. For a normal mode electric
field distribution of E(x, y) Aeff is given by the integral
Aeff =
(∞∫∫
−∞
|E(x, y)|2 dxdy
)2
∞∫∫
−∞
|E(x, y)|4 dxdy
. (2.4)
In practice, for optical fibres, this depends on the fibre parameters such as
the physical core size and core-cladding refractive index difference. As Aeff is
small in optical fibres, γ can be large.
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Analogous to the dispersion length defined in 1.5.1, we can define a nonlinear
length, the characteristic length scale over which nonlinear effects become
important
Lnl =
1
γP0
, (2.5)
where P0 is the peak power of the input pulse. It is clear from 2.5 that a large
γ (or long interaction lengths) essential for efficient nonlinear observations.
As the value of n2 for a given material is fixed, the only way of increasing γ
at a fixed ω in optical fibres is to reduce the effective core area. Large index
contrasts, which lead to tighter confinement, give PCF withn a high air filling
fraction a higher γ. An in-depth discussion of the nonlinear characterisation
of different kinds of optical fibres can be found in chapter 11 of the fourth
edition of ref. 42.
2.4 Self phase modulation
Self phase modulation (SPM) occurs when a pulse acts on itself through the
instantaneous change in refractive index n2I. It refers to a self-induced shift in
the phase of the pulse, which is proportional to the rate of change of intensity
with time, dI
dt
, as the pulse propagates along the fibre length. When the index
change from one pulse acts on a second pulse to induce a phase shift the effect
is known as cross phase modulation (XPM). As a result of SPM, ignoring
dispersive effects, a spectral chirp will be induced across the pulse as it travels,
with no change to the temporal width of the pulse. As the chirp depends on
dI
dt
, it will always be positive for a positive n2. The leading edge of the pulse,
where dI
dt
is positive, will generate new red-shifted frequencies, and the trailing
edge, where dI
dt
is negative, will generate new blue-shifted frequencies. The
relationship to dI
dt
results in the effects of SPM becoming stronger for shorter
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pulses.
Practically, however, dispersive effects can rarely be ignored in optical fibres.
The effects of different dispersive regimes when combined with the effects
of SPM lead to very different results. In the normal dispersion regime, a
pulse undergoes temporal lengthening as the lower frequencies travel with a
higher group velocity than the higher frequencies. This leads to a positive
spectral chirp. When combined with SPM, this dispersion of the pulse is
enhanced by the new frequencies generated but, as the pulse propagates and
spreads, the peak intensity is reduced. This reduces dI
dt
and hence the effects of
SPM. In the anomalous dispersion regime, where a pulse acquires a negative
chirp as it spreads out in time, the effects of SPM can counter this spreading
to form stable pulses known as solitons, which can propagate unperturbed
[18,42,51,52].
2.5 The nonlinear Schro¨dinger equation
The dynamics of pulse propagation in optical fibres are described by the non-
linear Schro¨dinger equation (NLSE), the derivation of which can be found in
many textbooks and publications [42,51,53]. When describing it here, we will
notate it using the dimensionless terms defined by
τ = (t− Z
vg
)/T0, z = Z/LD, u =
√
|γ|LDA, (2.6)
where t is time, Z is propagation distance, T0 is a temporal scaling parameter
often taken to be the input pulse duration, and A is the pulse amplitude.
Including terms which govern higher order effects, the NLSE then takes the
form
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i
∂u
∂z
± 1
2
∂2u
∂τ 2
+ |u|2 u = iδ3∂
3u
∂τ 3
− is ∂
∂τ
(|u|2 u) + τru∂ |u|
2
∂τ
. (2.7)
In this equation the second term on the left-hand side describes the effects of
second order dispersion and is positive for pulse propagation in the anomalous
dispersion regime; the third term describes the effects of nonlinearity. The
higher order terms are collected on the right-hand side. The first term on
the right describes the effects of third order dispersion where δ3 =
β3
6|β2|T0 .
The second term on the right describes the effects of self steepening where
s = 1
ω0T0
. In the absence of dispersion and other higher order effects, this
shock term leads to the formation of a shock front at the trailing edge of the
pulse. This is due to the intensity dependence of the group velocity, causing
the centre of the pulse to travel slower than either edge. The final term on
the right describes the effects of intrapulse Raman scattering, where τr =
Tr
T0
and Tr is the Raman time constant which is related to the slope of the Raman
gain for a given frequency [54].
When pulses in silica optical fibres are greater in duration than ≈ 1 ps, the
bandwidth of the pulse becomes sufficiently small for several approximations
to be made in deriving the NLSE [42]. This pulse duration corresponds to a
bandwith of ≈0.1 THz, sufficient the Raman gain (the most dominant higher
order effect) to amplify the lower frequencies of the pulse at the expense of the
higher frequencies continually shifting it to shorter wavelengths. Neglecting
higher order terms 2.7 is simplified to
i
∂u
∂z
+
1
2
∂2u
∂τ 2
+ |u|2 u = 0. (2.8)
In practice the NLSE is difficult to solve analytically, and a numerical approach
is needed. The most commonly used method is the split step Fourier method
in which the dispersive and nonlinear parts of 2.7 are split up and solved in
turn for small propagation steps [55,56].
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2.6 Solitons
This section describes the dynamics of fundamental and higher order solitons,
both of these are used to describe the results in chapters 4 and 5.
Optical solitons are pulses formed when the effects of nonlinearity and dis-
persion are made to balance one another. Soliton propagation can be easily
understood as a two step process if we separate the effects of dispersion and
nonlinearity. Anomalous dispersion (fig. 2.1b), like normal dispersion, length-
ens an initially transform-limited pulse in a fibre. In the case of an initial
positive chirp, anomalous dispersion will act to rectify the chirp and compress
the pulse. SPM imposes such a chirp on a pulse without temporally spreading
the pulse. Consider first SPM acting on a pulse alone with β2 = 0. The pulse
will acquire a positive chirp (fig. 2.1c) with the generation of new frequencies.
If we then switch off SPM and set β2 < 0, the dispersion will compensate
for the chirp. This process could be repeated to propagate pulses in such a
way that the two effects continually counteract each other. In practice, both of
these effects occur simultaneously to form pulses which propagate undistorted.
In order to describe soliton dynamics, we define the dimensionless parameter
N in terms of two input pulse parameters T0 and P0 and the two waveguide
parameters γ and β2:
N2 = LDγP0 =
γP0T
2
0
|β2| . (2.9)
IF N = 1, the soliton takes the form of the pulse described above and prop-
agates without temporal or spectral distortion. This is known as the funda-
mental soliton and has the form
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 2.1: Schematic representations of frequency chirp induced on an ini-
tially unchirped pulse (a). (b) shows pulse travelling with anomalous group
velocity dispersion and (c) shows the chirp for a pulse travelling with self phase
modulation.
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u(z, τ) = sech (τ) exp
(
i
z
2
)
, (2.10)
which is a solution to 2.8. If, however, N has an integer value such that
N > 1, the pulse propagates as a higher order soliton. The soliton evolves
periodically both spectrally and temporally, returning to its original shape
over a characteristic length known as the soliton length, z0, given by
z0 =
pi
2
LD =
piT 20
2 |β2| . (2.11)
The quantities N and z0 play a vital role in describing soliton dynamics. The
evolution of a higher order soliton (N = 3) over two soliton periods is shown in
fig. 2.2; the initial input pulse had a duration of 50 fs and a central wavelength
of 800 nm.
Figure 2.2: Temporal evolution an N = 3 soliton over two soliton periods.
The intensity colour map is shown on a linear scale.
2.6.1 Intrapulse Raman scattering and soliton fission
The inclusion of the Raman term in 2.7 significantly alters the dynamics of
soliton propagation for ultrashort pulses. In the ultrashort regime, the band-
width of the fundamental soliton is sufficiently large for the higher frequencies
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Figure 2.3: Modelled spectral input (blue) and output (green) of an N = 3
soliton after propagating 4.7 soliton periods with the inclusion of the Raman
contribution.
in the pulse to pump the lower frequencies, leading to a continuous down-shift
of the central frequency of the pulse. For higher order solitons, the effect causes
the pulse to be split up with the energy being ejected from the pulse as several
fundamental solitons. This process is known as soliton fission, and it occurs
as the effects of Raman scattering perturb the propagation of higher order
solitons. The perturbation effects of higher order dispersion can also lead to
soliton fission; however, the Raman effect in most cases is generally stronger
and dominates [57]. As stated earlier, higher order solitons undergo spectral
and temporal oscillations as they propagate. At the point of maximum tem-
poral compression, the duration of the solitons can be very short, leading to
a very broad bandwidth; it is at this point that soliton fission generally oc-
curs. A soliton of order N will split up into N fundamental solitons which
are ejected from the pulse in turn. The solitons are ejected in order of peak
power, with the highest power (temporally shortest) being ejected first. The
ejected solitons then shift to longer wavelengths through intrapulse Raman
scattering. Fig. 2.3 shows the spectral effects of including the Raman term
on an N = 3 soliton, after ≈ 4.7 soliton periods. The input parameters are
the same as shown in fig. 2.2b; three fundamental solitons can be seen to have
been ejected which have shifted to longer wavelengths via intrapulse Raman
scattering.
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2.6.2 Dispersive wave generation
The effect of higher order dispersion on solitons leads to the generation of a
packet of higher frequency dispersive radiation and has been expressed as an
optical manifestation of Cherenkov radiation [58]. The radiation is coupled
to a narrow band resonance in the normal dispersion regime such that the
condition βd(ωd) = βs(ωs) is satisfied, where βd and βs are the propagation
constants as functions of the frequencies ωd and ωs for the generated radiation
and soliton respectively [59, 60]. This is a narrow band resonance and has
to lie within the bandwidth of the soliton, so generally only occurs when the
soliton is propagating close to the zero dispersion wavelength. In the case of
higher order solitons, the large spectral broadening experienced in the soliton
cycle can allow the soliton to be propagating further from the zero dispersion
wavelength and still overlap with the resonance [57].
2.7 Four-wave mixing
Four-wave mixing is an important nonlinear mechanism in terms of new fre-
quency generation, as it allows the generation of new frequencies in spectral
regions relatively far from the pump. The mechanism again relies on the
induced refractive index change from the χ3 susceptibility. Two photons of
frequencies ω1 and ω2 annihilate one another to form two more photons: one
shifted up in frequency (signal, ω3) and one shifted down (idler, ω4) in order
to conserve energy:
ω1 + ω2 = ω3 + ω4. (2.12)
FWM is a parametric process (the medium in which the event occurs plays a
passive role, unlike stimulated inelastic processes), so in order for it to occur
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the phase matching condition must be satisfied such that the the sum of the
wavevectors (∆k) is conserved:
∆k = β3 + β4 − β1 − β2 = 0, (2.13)
where βi refer to the propagation constants for the individual waves involved
[42]. This condition is automatically satisfied for the degenerate case (ω1 = ω2)
if the pump providing the two incident photons is close to the zero dispersion
wavelength of the fibre. The new frequencies generated from FWM require a
seed from which to grow, which can either be background noise or a separate
weak seed pump source simultaneously launched into the fibre.
2.8 Supercontinuum generation
Supercontinuum generation is the generation of a wide spectrum of frequencies
from a narrow band pump. Essentially a white light source can be produced
that has the brightness of a laser. It is not one nonlinear process in itself,
but a multitude of nonlinear processes working together; most of the above
processes will occur in the generation of supercontinuum at some point. Chap-
ter 5 describes how, through an understanding of supercontinuum dynamics,
the bandwidths of supercontinua can be extended into blue and ultraviolet
wavelength regions.
In bulk solid and gaseous nonlinear media, nonlinear frequency broadening of
laser pulses was first observed in the late 60s and early 70s [61, 62]. However,
as a practical light source, fibre-based continua were far more desirable, giving
light guided in a fundamental fibre mode which can easily be used for further
applications. In conventional optical fibres, a continuum spanning 180 nm was
reported in 1976 by launching 10 ns pulses from a visible dye laser with a peak
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power > 1 kW into a 19.5 m section of fibre. The field of supercontinuum
generation has been rejuvenated over the past 8 years with the advent of PCF
[5, 57], where the ability to engineer significantly the fibre dispersion profile
[21, 22] allowed the tailoring and enhancement of the contributing nonlinear
mechanisms [63]. The first supercontinuum generation in PCF was reported by
Ranka et al. in 2000 [64]. Here, continuum spanning from 390 nm to 1600 nm
was generated in a highly nonlinear section of PCF pumped by 100 fs pulses
from a Ti:Sapphire laser at 790 nm. One of the fields in which supercontinuum
generation has readily found applications is that of frequency metrology [65,
66], where work with frequency combs generated by supercontinua led to one
half of the Nobel prize being awarded to Hall and Ha¨nsch in 2005.
Different techniques have been employed in order to enhance the bandwidth
of supercontinua, particularly into the ultraviolet and visible regions of the
electromagnetic spectrum. Techniques such as the use of dual pumps [67],
intermodal mixing [68], fibre post processing [69] and fibre tapering [70] have
all been reported in the last few years. However, the most common method of
generating laboratory and commercial supercontinuum sources remains a sin-
gle pump laser pumping a uniform fibre close to the zero dispersion wavelength
generating continuum in the fundamental fibre mode. Although this method
can be restrictive on bandwidth, the fibre is commercially available [71], and
several different pump sources can be readily obtained and incorporated into
a laboratory.
The dominant mechanisms for spectral broadening depend on the input pulse
duration and whether the pulse pump is in the normal or anomalous dispersion
regime. In the case of normal dispersion, the broadening is principally domi-
nated by SPM and Raman scattering, whilst pumping in the anomalous dis-
persion regime gives rise to continua principally dominated by soliton-related
dynamics. Similarly, the dependence on dI
dt
of SPM means that, for initially
very short pulses, the SPM induced broadening can be very large. However,
for the case of ns continua, the effects are minimal. The proximity of the
pump to the zero dispersion wavelength is also necessary for degenerate FWM
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to take place efficiently.
2.9 Summary
Important nonlinear effects have been described in this chapter, of particular
importance for the work presented in chapters 4 and 5 are soliton dynamics.
Before describing work carried out in nonlinear optics, to which we return in
chapter 4, we first study the effects of modifying AS-PBGF cladings on the
linear properties of guidance.
Chapter 3
The ring fibre
3.1 Introduction
The work presented in this chapter moves away from the nonlinear effects,
described in the previous chapter, to show how modifications to the cladding
structure of all-solid bandgap fibres can be used to reduce the losses when the
fibres are bent. We will return to nonlinearity in the next chapter. All-solid
photonic bandgap fibres (AS-PBGFs) consist of cladding structures comprised
of two glasses, one with a slightly raised refractive index from the other, and a
core usually formed from the lower index material [15,16,33]. They provide a
useful structure in which to study bandgap guidance and the modal properties
of the cladding. This is because, unlike in air-silica structures (which must
be supported by connecting struts), the high index regions can be completely
isolated from one another. This allows the cladding structure to be considered
as an array of individual TIR-guiding cores supporting a set of guided modes,
which is an easier concept to analyse (using the Anti-Resonant Reflecting
Optical Waveguide (ARROW) model, see section 1.7 of chapter 1 [29–32]) than
the complex high index “web” structure of air-silica bandgap fibres. Although
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losses as low as 2 dB/km have now been reported [72], a serious limitation
to unlocking potential uses for AS-PBGFs is that they suffer from very high
bend losses [33] (a property which is negligible in air-silica bandgap fibres).
During the course of this work, Birks et al. studied the bend loss mechanism
in AS-PBGFs [73]. A summary of their findings will be reviewed as a basis for
this chapter, after which we will present results in which the findings of Birks
et al. were used to redesign the cladding structure of AS-PBGFs in order to
reduce bend losses.
3.2 A review of bend losses in all solid bandgap
fibres
This section contains a summary of work carried out during the course of this
thesis in which I took no part. This work was carried out by Birks et al. [73]
and is reproduced here as it is key to understanding my results presented later
in the chapter.
An AS-PBGF was fabricated in order to study its losses when subject to
bending. The starting materials for the fibre were pure silica canes and a
germanium-doped multimode preform, drawn to canes, which would form the
high-index regions. The manufacturer’s specifications stated that the index
profile of the germanium-doped canes was ∆n(r) = ∆n0[1− ( rrd )4.7] where rd
is the radius and ∆n(r) is the refractive index contrast at a distance r from
the centre of the rod. The maximum refractive index contrast between the
high index inclusions and the background material, ∆n0, was 2.03%.
The high- and low-index canes were stacked alternately to form the cladding,
and the central high-index cane was omitted to form the low-index core defect.
The stack was then drawn down to preforms and then to fibre. The final
dimensions of the fibre were d/Λ = 0.44 and Λ =15µm (fig. 3.1a).
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Light was coupled into the fundamental bandgap guided mode from a broad-
band supercontinuum source, and the output spectra for a straight fibre and
for different bend radii (15 cm and 7.5 cm) were recorded on an OSA. The
results are shown in fig. 3.1b. The transmission spectra in fig. 3.1 show that
the degree of loss suffered due to bending was different for different bandgaps;
in particular, the odd numbered bandgaps (1 being the fundamental, lowest
frequency, bandgap) suffered less loss than the even numbered bandgaps. It
was also observed that the losses were greater on the short wavelength edge of
the bandgaps.
(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: An SEM image of the all-solid bandgap fibre used by Birks et al. is
shown in (a). The dimensions of the fibre are d/Λ = 0.44 and Λ =15µm. The
transmission spectra through the fibre when illuminated with a broadband
source are shown in (b). The individual bandgaps can be observed and are
numbered. Transmission through sections of fibre which are straight and with
different bend radii (15 cm and 7.5 cm) is shown.
The photonic density of states of the cladding array of high-index regions was
also modelled as an infinite cladding array [74]; it is shown as a function of ef-
fective refractive index n = β
k0
against normalised frequency kΛ in fig. 3.2. The
modes supported in the cladding are labelled as LPlm and the effective index
of the fundamental bandgap guided mode is shown in yellow. The bandgaps
are numbered as in fig. 3.1.
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Figure 3.2: Modelled cladding photonic density of states plots shown as a func-
tion of effective refractive index against normalised frequency for the geometry
of the experimental fibre. The red regions where there are no cladding modes
form the low-loss bandgaps. They are numbered as in fig. 3.1b. The cut-off
line is labelled nBG and shown in light blue.
3.2.1 Why even and odd bandgaps are different
The mechanism identified as the cause of the high losses was analogous to
the bend loss mechanism in conventional optical fibres. When a fibre is bent,
the light travelling at the outside of the bend has to travel further than the
light travelling on the inside of the bend to reach the same point. This can be
considered to be equivalent to a straight fibre with a refractive index profile
skewed across its diameter, with a gradient proportional to the magnitude of
the bend radius in the direction of the bend as shown in fig. 3.3a and fig. 3.3b.
The core radiation can now couple into a cladding mode with the same effec-
tive index, through resonant tunnelling, to a radiation caustic. As the bend
diameter is increased, the index mismatch, ∆n, between the fundamental core
mode, nfm, and the cladding, ncl, is reduced. As a result of this, the radia-
tion caustic moves closer to the core and increases the loss as the tunnelling
distance is shorter. In the case of conventional optical fibres, this only hap-
pens centrifugally (on the outside of the bend) as the refractive index of the
cladding is lowered on the inside of the bend. However in the case of AS-
PBGFs, cladding modes exist which have a higher refractive index than that
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of the the fundamental core mode, so as these are lowered on the inside of
the bend they provide a second radiation caustic, which allows light to escape
centripetally (on the inside of the bend) as well as centrifugally. The effective
index mismatches between the nearest cladding modes and nfm, above and
below nfm are labelled ∆n+ and ∆n− respectively in fig. 3.2 and fig. 3.3. It
can be seen from fig. 3.2 that, across most of the width of the bandgap, ∆n−
is significantly smaller than ∆n+, and that it decreases towards the higher
frequency edges of the bandgap. Consequently, the bend loss in AS-PBGFs is
mainly centrifugal and increases towards the blue edge of the bandgaps. The
mismatch ∆n− is also noticeably smaller for the even-numbered bandgaps, ac-
counting for the higher bend loss observed in these bandgaps, seen in fig. 3.1.
Figure 3.3: A schematic demonstration of bend loss mechanisms in conven-
tional step index optical fibres (a), (b) and all-solid photonic bandgap fibres
(c), (d). (a) and (c) show the effective refractive index profiles for straight
sections of the fibres, whereas (b) and (d) show the effective refractive index
profiles of bent sections of fibre.
Further investigation was carried out to establish why the ‘depth’ of the even
bandgaps was shallower. The symmetry of the cladding modes which defined
the edge of the bandgaps was considered. The circular nature of the high-
index rods allows their supported modes to be thought of as the familiar LPlm
modes of conventional optical fibres, where the integers l and m describe the
azimuthal and radial variations of the field in the rod. Arrays of these high-
index regions form bands of supermodes as shown in fig. 3.2. The width of
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the bands is defined by how strongly the individual modes couple together.
Fig. 3.4 shows the intensity |Ψ|2 of the modal field varying as a function of
radius from the centre of a high index rod, for a set of modes with l = 0, 1, 2, 3
but a constant radial number m = 2. The low-l modes decay weakly into
the background material (with the l = 0 mode not decaying at all) resulting
in stronger coupling between these modes than between the higher-l modes.
The low-l modes decay weakly for all values of m. The bands formed by these
low-l modes are broader, so bandgaps where the edge of the gap is defined by
a low-l mode will be shallower. Near field images of the cladding modes were
observed, and modelling of the cladding modes at the band edges confirmed
that the even bandgaps were defined by a low-l cladding mode at the edge.
Figure 3.4: Intensity distributions as a function of radius, r, for the m = 2
family of modes (l = 0, 1, 2, 3). The lower-l modes can be seen to decay weakly
into the background material, r > ρ, where ρ is the radius of the high-index
rod.
3.3 Cladding restructuring
The remainder of the chapter describes work carried out by myself, building
on the findings of Birks et al.
A natural suggestion arising from the work of Birks et al. is to restructure the
fibre cladding in order to suppress these troublesome low-l modes, in particular
by removing material from the centre of the high index regions so they have
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the appearance of rings in the fibre cross section, as shown in fig. 3.5. This
will result in the higher-order radial modes (higher m) being swept away to
higher frequencies, as there is “less room” for them where they would naturally
exist, leaving only the m = 1 modes relatively undisturbed. Fig. 3.5 shows
two modelled modes of a step-index fibre: one m = 1 mode, LP61, and one
m > 1 mode, LP52; the yellow circle marks the boundary between the core and
the background material. If the high-index material was removed from inside
the red circle, it can clearly be seen that there would be little modification to
the LP61 mode as the majority of the intensity distribution still lies within the
high index region. However, the majority of the field of the LP52 mode would
lie within the removed region so would be forced to adapt.
Figure 3.5: Modelled electric field intensity patterns for the LP61 and LP52
modes of a step-index fibre of core radius ρ. The yellow circle at r = ρ shows
the boundary between the high-index core and the cladding region, whereas
the red circle is at r = 0.8ρ. It can clearly be seen that the removal of the
high index material inside the red region would leave the LP61 mode relatively
unperturbed but would significantly alter the LP52 mode.
3.4 Modelling
In order to demonstrate the effects of moving from rods to thin rings, modelling
was carried out by G. J. Pearce using the fully-vectorial fixed-frequency plane-
wave method [74]. A series of density of states (DOS) for cladding structures
was plotted, with the high-index inclusions varying from solid rods to thin
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Figure 3.6: Photonic density of states plots as a function of effective index
against normalised frequency for a triangular array of high-index inclusions in
a pure, undoped silica background of index n = 1.457, with ∆n = 1.09%. The
series shows solid rods in (a) progressing to an inner diameter D = 0.6d in (d).
Specific guided modes are labelled in (a) and as material is removed they can
be followed as they are swept away. The fundamental bandgap guided mode
is shown in yellow in (a).
rings (fig. 3.6 and fig. 3.7). The plots shown on the left in fig. 3.6 and fig. 3.7
show the beginning of the evolution from rods, with the effective index of
the fundamental core mode shown in yellow in the first case. Several of the
cladding modes are labelled and can be seen to shift to higher frequencies as
more high index material is removed, as would be expected from any process
which reduces the effective V -values. The inserts show schematically what has
been removed. As the end of the series is approached, fig. 3.7, only the modes
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Figure 3.7: Photonic density of states plots as shown in fig. 3.6, but for a range
of rings with inner to outer diameter ratio of 0.6 to 0.91. The diameter of the
thinnest ring was chosen to closely match our experimental case. Note the
scale changes from fig. 3.6. The structure with D/d = 0.6 has been repeated
for clarity.
with m = 1, l > 1 remain relatively unperturbed, with all the m > 1 modes
dramatically shifted to higher frequencies (note the the change in axis scales
between fig. 3.6 and fig. 3.7, fig. 3.6d and fig. 3.7a are the same structure).
The final case is close to our experimental fibre detailed in the next section,
where the inner to outer diameter ratio is 0.91. At this point, it can be seen
that the rings have become so thin that even the m = 1 modes are beginning
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to be displaced. The effective index of the fundamental bandgap guided mode
is again shown in our final case.
(a) (b) (c)
(d)
Figure 3.8: (a) shows an optical micrograph of a unit cane, with the individual
high-index rods still visible, and (b) shows an optical micrograph of the final
ring fibre, with a core of approximately 15µm in diameter. (c) shows a scan-
ning electron micrograph of the cladding region of the final fibre; even here
the individual high index rods are still visible. (d) shows a near field image
of the output face of a ring fibre slightly smaller than the one reported in the
experimental section.
3.5 Fabrication
Our ring cladding was created using a multiple stacking process. Our starting
material was a set of germanium-doped silica canes with a thin pure silica
coating (total diameter 0.82 mm, diameter ratio 0.88). These rods were stacked
in a circular array between a large solid silica rod and an outer silica tube. This
stack was drawn to preforms of 1.52 mm diameter and formed the unit cell of
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our ring cladding (fig. 3.8a). The canes were then stacked in a close-packed
array, replacing the central cane with a pure silica cane in order to form the
low index core. The stack was drawn to preforms and then to fibre. Each ring
of the final fibre is therefore actually a ring of closely spaced rods separated
by around 0.6µm, fig. 3.8a. The diameter of the core in the final fibre was
≈15µm and the diameter of the ring to pitch ratio, d/Λ, of the final fibre was
0.72 with a ring thickness of ≈ 0.05d. The effective refractive index contrast
of the ring was estimated to be 1.09% using the average index of the starting
rod. The slightly hexagonal shape of the rings is a consiquence of the slow
drawing speed, which was required in order to collapse the interstitial holes,
as can be seen in fig. 3.8c.
3.6 Analysis
In order to characterise the ring fibre, a 90 cm section was fusion-spliced to a
section of 12µm core endlessly single-mode fibre [6], to obtain efficient coupling
into the fundamental bandgap-guided core mode. Light from a broadband
supercontinuum source [63] was coupled into the endlessly single-mode fibre
and the emerging light from the core of the ring fibre was analysed using an
optical spectrum analyser. The transmission spectra shown in fig. 3.9a are
those for straight (blue) and bent (red, 1 turn of diameter 7.5 cm) sections of
the ring fibre. In order to compare the performance of the ring fibre with that
of a more conventionally fabricated “rod” AS-PBGF (corresponding to the first
case of our simulations in fig. 3.6a), we have performed similar experiments on
such a “rod fibre” as well. The characteristics of the rod fibre were: a slightly
higher refractive index contrast at 2.03%, a pitch of ≈15µm and d/Λ ≈ 0.7.
The transmission spectra recorded in a similar way using the rod fibre are
shown in fig. 3.9b. By careful identification of the near field images of the
cladding modes using a CCD camera (see examples in fig. 3.10), we were able
to identify unambiguously specific high-l mode crossings in the two fibres,
which manifest themselves as sharp dips in the straight transmission spectra.
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The number of lobes identified in each mode (= 2l) has been labelled in fig. 3.9.
(a)
(b)
Figure 3.9: Transmission spectra for (a) the ring fibre and (b) a rod fibre with
similar pitch and d/Λ. The overall spectral shape, including the sharp edge in
the ring fibre at 480 nm, is due to the supercontinuum source used to illumi-
nate the fibre. The blue traces are for transmission through straight sections
of fibre and the red traces are for a single turn of diameter 7.5 cm. The num-
bers indicate the number of lobes measured in the crossings at the indicated
wavelengths. The peak at 1064 nm in (b) is again due to the supercontinuum
source.
For the straight rod and ring fibres, a series of low-loss transmission windows
can be seen corresponding to the photonic bandgaps. The changes in the
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Figure 3.10: Near field images of unconfined modes excited by leakage from
the core between the bandgaps in the ring fibre (top) and a rod fibre (bottom).
The same high-l modes are observed for both (l = 6, 7, 8 indicated under each
image by the number of bright lobes in the mode)
cladding mode structure shown in the DOS plots of fig. 3.6 and fig. 3.7 lead to
significant changes in the locations and widths of the bands. The broad high
attenuation features corresponding to large mode crossings of multiple modes
in the rod fibre are eliminated in favour of the sharp crossings of the m = 1
modes in the ring fibre. The lowest order bandgaps (longest wavelength) in
the ring fibre do not provide robust guidance; this is to be expected from our
DOS plots as ∆n is small in these regions. The crossings of the l = 6, 7 and 8
modes in the rod fibre can be seen as the narrow attenuation features marked
in fig. 3.9b. However, the shape of the transmission spectrum is dominated by
much broader features due to the crossings of the lower-l cladding modes. In
the ring fibre, these features have been swept away, leaving just the sharp loss
regions associated with the same high-l modes. The higher order bandgaps in
the ring fibre do indeed exhibit less loss when bent compared to those of the
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rod fibre. It should also be noted that the effective refractive index contrast in
the rod fibre is also larger by a factor of around 2. The improvement in bend
loss performance is therefore marked, despite the bandgaps being shallower.
This improvement can be attributed to the very weak coupling between the
high-l cladding modes and the fundamental guided core mode.
3.7 Conclusions
We have modelled, fabricated and characterised an AS-PBGF with a 2d ring
matrix cladding, with the intention of reducing bend loss. This is achieved
by suppressing higher order radial cladding modes, thereby reducing bend
loss as the remaining lower order radial cladding modes couple weakly to the
fundamental guided core mode. We have experimentally verified the improved
performance by directly comparing our ring fibre with a similar rod fibre. Fur-
thermore, our fabrication technique enables the fabrication of novel cladding
structures, where the unit cell of the cladding can be engineered to have en-
hanced properties. This procedure has already led to the design of other
AS-PBGFs with enhanced characteristics [36].
3.8 Nonlinear optics in all-solid photonic bandgap
fibres
AS-PBGFs are not ideal fibres for the study of nonlinear effects. This is
due to the relatively large effective core areas, leading to a reduction in the
nonlinear coefficient when compared with step index PCFs. In addition the
bandgap nature of the guidance limits large portions of the available spectrum.
SPM, soliton propagation and the Raman self-frequency shift were however,
demonstrated by Fuerbach et al. [75] in a solid core PCF with the holes filled
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with a high index liquid to form a bandgap guiding structure. Recently it
was reported that AS-PBGFs can be used to confine the power of a generated
supercontinuum to a bandgap of a few hundred nanometres giving a relatively
narrow continuum, but with high spectral density [76]. Further to this work,
it was shown by Be´rtourne´ et al. [77] that a soliton self frequency shifting to
the edge of the bandgap ceases to shift into the high loss region confining the
energy in the bandgap. So, although not the perfect fibre for nonlinear studies,
AS-PBGFs are finding their niche. In the following chapters we will explore
nonlinear effects in TIR guiding PCFs, a far more common fibre for observing
nonlinear propagation.
Chapter 4
Pulse compression
4.1 Introduction
In this chapter we move into the nonlinear regime to explore solitonic methods
of optical pulse compression. Optical pulse compression is an important tech-
nique for many optical systems which require ultra-short bandwidth-limited
pulses for specific applications. In particular, the observation of many non-
linear effects relies on the duration of the pulse and become strong when the
duration is very short. Pulse compression is generally achieved in systems
such as Titanium Sapphire oscillators by introducing a selective degree of lin-
ear chirp over a pulse of given bandwidth, which is then compensated for by
a set of diffraction gratings. This technique is cumbersome and requires a
great deal of effort in initially aligning and maintaining the system. In con-
trast, compression techniques involving solitonic compression can be achieved
by launching light into one section of optical fibre with the correct character-
istics. These techniques are becoming more important as the emerging market
for high-power fibre lasers becomes established.
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Two methods of solitonic pulse compression which rely on different aspects
of soliton propagation exist: adiabatic soliton compression (ASC) and soliton
effect compression (SEC). These two methods can act alone or in combination
to generate near transform-limited pulses of the order of a few tens of fem-
toseconds. ASC uses the fact that fundamental solitons adjust adiabatically to
small variations in the waveguide properties or in the soliton energy, and ad-
just their duration accordingly. SEC uses the property of higher order solitons
that they “breathe” over the duration of a soliton length. At a certain point
in the breathing cycle, the soliton undergoes large temporal compression. If
the nonlinear medium is terminated at this point, very short pulses can be
generated. In this chapter, we will discuss using these methods in PCFs and
present work carried out in collaboration with Imperial College London.
4.1.1 Adiabatic soliton compression
ASC relies on the the fact that a fundamental soliton propagating in an optical
fibre will adjust its duration, τ , if the characteristics of the waveguide or
the energy of the soliton itself are varied slowly with respect to the soliton
length [78]. The duration of a fundamental solition at its full-width half-
maximum, τfwhm, is given by
τfwhm = 1.76
λ3DAeff
2pi2cn2Esol
(4.1)
where λ is the wavelength, D is the group velocity dispersion, Aeff is the
effective core area, n2 is the nonlinear refractive index and Esol is the soliton
energy. If any of the parameters on the right-hand side of 4.1 are varied slowly
with respect to the soliton length, then τfwhm will adjust to compensate for this
change, compressing or lengthening the pulse appropriately. The parameters
that can be readily varied along the length of an optical fibre are D, Aeff and
Esol. It is clear from equation 4.1 that a decrease in dispersion or effective core
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area will act to compress the pulse, whereas a reduction in the soliton energy
(for example through loss) will broaden the pulse.
ASC in conventional optical fibres with dispersion decreasing along their length
was reported in the early 1990s by Chernikov and Mamyshev [78, 79]. Tem-
poral variations in solitons in the presence of media with gain or loss were
also investigated by Smith and Mollenaur in 1989 [80]. In ref. 79 conven-
tional optical fibres were tapered during the drawing process to give them
dispersion profiles varying along their length. In a 100 m taper, a 630 fs pulse
from a ring cavity erbium fibre laser was compressed to 115 fs giving a fac-
tor of 5.5 compression. The dispersion varied from 10 to 1.4 ps nm−1 km−1
at 1550 nm. A second longer taper was also fabricated for picosecond pulse
compression. Here the dispersion varied from 10 to 0.5 ps nm−1 km−1 over a
length of 1.7 km, and 230 fs pulses were obtained from transform-limited 3.5 ps
pulses, again at 1550 nm. This demonstrated a factor of 16 compression for a
factor of 17.5 decrease in dispersion, indicating a near optimal fibre design for
picosecond pulse compression.
In these cases, the intrinsic limitation on wavelength of the pulses which could
be compressed is the extent of the anomalous dispersion region. In conven-
tional optical fibres, the anomalous dispersion regime cannot be greatly mod-
ified from that of bulk silica (above 1.3µm) and is therefore restricted to
wavelengths where λ >1.3µm. This leaves little scope for the exploitation
of this technique for use with other sources. A particular region of interest
is around the 1064 nm, band where recent commercial activity has produced
advances in high power Yb3+ fibre lasers for applications such as spectrally
very bright supercontinuum sources [81, 82].
Through changing the size and separation of the air holes, it is possible to
modify strongly the dispersion profile of PCFs [1, 5, 21, 22]. The fact that
it is possible to shift the anomalous dispersion into the visible wavelength
region [22] suggests that they would be ideal for observing large compression
ratios below 1.3µm, in particular the 1064 nm region. ASC at 1064 nm in
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PCFs was reported by Tse et al. [83] in 2006 during the course of our work;
however, the high loss of the taper (150 dB/km) limited the taper length to
8 m. The modelled dispersion profiles for their work indicated a factor of ≈2
decrease in dispersion between the input and output ends of the taper from
5.4 to 2.3 ps nm−1 km−1, allowing the compression of 130 fs pulses to 60 fs.
The length is, however, short when compared to the soliton length, which could
indicate that ASC was not acting alone and may have been assisted by SEC.
The loss of this taper is extremely high, and reducing it would allow a much
greater ratio between the input and output dispersion. No mention is made
as to the underlying cause of the unusually high loss, for example, whether
it was due to the taper or if it could be improved by better fabrication. It
is possible to engineer dispersions at 1064 nm from as high as a few hundred
ps nm−1 km−1 to as low as 0 ps nm−1 km−1. In the case where the dispersion
at the output approaches zero, the pulse duration would be limited by the third
order dispersion, β3. It is therefore favourable to keep β3 as low as possible by
designing tapers with zero slope in β2 in the wavelength region of compression.
4.1.2 Soliton effect compression
SEC arises from the natural dynamics of higher order solitons, N > 1 [43,84].
The temporal characteristics of a higher order solitons evolve as they propa-
gate, compressing an lengthening with the solitons returning to their original
temporal profiles after one soliton period. Although this is only true in the
femtosecond regime if the effects of higher order dispersion and Raman scatter-
ing are neglected. In each period there is a large temporal compression, with
associated spectral broadening. If the nonlinear medium is terminated at the
point of maximum compression, the pulse generated can be much shorter than
the input pulse. In practice, in the femtosecond regime, the periodic evolu-
tion of higher order solitons does not occur as the effects of Raman scattering
and the dispersion slope cannot be ignored. In this case, the soliton does not
go through cycles, as the initial compression of the pulse causes the pulse to
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break up into fundamental solitons. This effect is known as soliton fission. As
the initial compression can be large high, compression ratios can be achieved.
Indeed, experiments by Foster et al. produced a 6.8 fs pulse from an initial
70 fs input pulse in a 2 mm section of photonic crystal fibre [85]. An empirical
relation for the optimal distance at which the maximum compression occurs
zopt in terms of the soliton order N is given by [43]
zopt
LD
≈ 0.32
N
+
1.1
N2
, (4.2)
with the compression factor τin
τout
approximated by
Fc ≈ 4.1N, (4.3)
where LD is the dispersion length.
4.2 Adiabatic soliton compression in dispersion-
decreasing photonic crystal fibre tapers
We now move on to discuss the design and fabrication of improved tapers for
ASC using a picosecond fibre laser at 1064 nm as a pump.
4.2.1 Design and fabrication
To choose the correct taper profile, linear modelling of the dispersion curves
for several fibre designs was carried out using the code CUDOS MOF, available
from CUDOS at the University of Sydney [86,87]. The input and output pro-
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files were chosen with the dispersion assumed to vary linearly between them.
The design was chosen to have a large variation (greater than a factor of 10
decrease) in dispersion between the input and output ends of the taper, in
order to obtain a large compression ratio. This was achieved by engineering
the dispersion at the output to be as close to zero as possible; however, the
slope of the dispersion should also be kept as low as possible, as the maximum
compression ratio would almost certainly be limited by third order disper-
sion [42, 78]. Third order dispersion relates to the slope of the second order
dispersion, so as a broadens spectrally, as it pulse compresses temporally, dif-
ferent parts of the pulse will begin to experience different values of dispersion.
Several fibre designs for the input and output were modelled, varying the pitch
and hole size in small increments to find appropriate designs. Fig. 4.1a shows
the variation of d/Λ ratio for a fixed Λ of 1.30µm and fig. 4.1b shows variation
in Λ for a fixed d/Λ ratio of 0.50. It is clear, from fig. 4.1 how small variations
in the hole size or separation of the fibre affect the dispersion, in both slope
and magnitude, in the wavelength region close to 1064 nm. Over the range
of values modelled, decreasing Λ decreases the overall dispersion, shifting the
region of zero slope to shorter wavelengths, whereas decreasing the d/Λ ratio
decreases the overall dispersion but shifts the region of zero slope only slightly
to shorter wavelengths. In practice, accurate tapering of the fibre holes is
difficult to achieve when the required changes are >1µm.
The modelled dispersion curves shown in fig. 4.1c are for an example taper with
input dimensions of Λ =1.4µm and d/Λ =0.55 (shown in green) and output
dimensions of Λ =1.3µm and d/Λ =0.47 (shown in red). The dispersion
at 1064 nm varies from 40 to 4 ps nm−1 km−1, which indicates that a factor of
≈ 10 in compression should be achievable in a taper with these characteristics.
The chosen dispersion profiles have dimensions similar to those in fig. 4.1c. It
was required that Λ vary from 1.4 to 1.3µm and the d/Λ ratio vary from 0.55
to 0.47. The decrease in Λ can be achieved by reducing the outer diameter of
the fibre, with which Λ scales linearly. In practice this was done by stopping
the preform feed whilst maintaining a constant fibre drawing speed during the
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(a)
(b)
(c)
Figure 4.1: (a) Modelled dispersion curves for a fixed Λ =1.3µm with
d/Λ = 0.40, 0.45, 0.50, 0.55. (b) Modelled dispersion curves for a fixed
d/Λ =0.55 with Λ =1.3, 1.4 and 1.5µm. (c) Modelled dispersion curves for
a taper with Λ varying from 1.4 to 1.3µm and d/Λ varying from 0.55 to 0.47.
The dispersion change between the input (green) and output (red) at 1064 nm
is a factor of approximately 10.
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final fibre draw. The reduction in the d/Λ ratio was achieved by reducing the
pressure applied to the cladding holes of the preform. Both of these methods
give little control over the final output dispersion profile so, during the taper
production, the outer diameter was tapered further than required so the output
end could be cut back until the correct final dispersion profile was found.
During each taper run, two tapers were formed: the initial taper when the
preform feed was stopped, and a second taper when the feed was restarted
and the hole pressure returned back to its original value.
Figure 4.2: Taper draw data showing the variation in outer diameter with
length. The taper formed from 140µm to 120µm is labelled taper A and the
second taper, from 120µm back to 140µm, is marked taper B.
Fig. 4.2 shows the variation of the fibre outer diameter with distance. The
initial parameters were allowed to settle before the feed was stopped and the
pressure dropped, indicated by the first arrow in fig. 4.2. This point was
marked on the fibre drum with masking tape and the fibre allowed to taper.
The distance from the furnace to the fibre drum was measured to be 6 m. As
the circumference of the drum was known to be 1 m, six turns of the drum were
counted after the parameters changed before the marker was placed. When the
outer diameter reached 120µm (the second arrow in fig. 4.2), forming taper
A, the pressure was then returned to 15.5 kPa and the preform feed restarted.
The effects of varying the draw parameters is not instantaneous, so the fibre
continued to taper before returning to 120µm diameter and forming a second
longer taper marked as taper B.
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The method of forming fibre tapers by stopping the feed is similar to that
reported by Kudlinski et al. [70] except that, to form shorter tapers for su-
percontinuum generation, the preform feed was retracted slightly. Our tapers
needed to be several soliton lengths in order to allow a soliton to form and
adjust to the varying dispersion along the taper length. The soliton length,
z0, defined in section 2.6 is given by
z0 =
pi
2
LD ≈ τ
2
fwhm
2 |β2| . (4.4)
As it scales with the square of τfwhm, pulse compression from longer pulses
therefore requires longer tapers in order to allow the parameters to vary slowly.
The length of our tapers can be seen to be 23 m for taper A and 54 m for
taper B from fig. 4.2. Being over twice the length of taper A, taper B could
potentially suffer over twice the loss; however, having a slower variation in
dispersion over the length would allow a fundamental soliton to form fully and
then be compressed by ASC alone.
4.2.2 Characterisation
Scanning Electron Micrograph (SEM) images of the input and output ends of
the tapers were taken and are shown in fig. 4.3. Λ varies from 1.44 to 1.25µm
with d/Λ going from 0.52 to 0.42 in taper A. For taper B, Λ varies from 1.48 to
1.20µm and d/Λ changes from 0.55 to 0.45. Both the core sizes varied from 2.2
to 2.0µm, giving a small increase in γ which would aid the compression. The
dispersion profiles were measured using the interferometric method outlined
in ref. 88 and are shown in fig. 4.3. The dispersion at the output end of taper
A was found to be in the normal regime (fig. 4.3c), so a two metre section was
cut off and the dispersion remeasured. This was repeated until the dispersion
was close to zero at 1064 nm, but was still normal. The length of the taper
was now 17 m. All of the cut-back dispersion profiles are shown. The input
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(a) (b)
(c)
(d) (e)
(f)
Figure 4.3: Scanning electron micrograph images and measured dispersion
curves for the two tapers. (a) and (b) show the input and output of taper A
respectively. (c) shows the dispersion curves for the input (green) and output
(red) of taper A. Several 2 m cutbacks were made on the output of taper A,
and the dispersion curve for each one is shown in purple, blue, orange and
red for taper lengths of 23, 21, 19 and 17 m respectively. (d) and (e) show
input and output images of taper B, with the corresponding dispersion curves
(input-green and output-red) shown in (f).
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dispersion value at 1064 nm was 33 ps nm−1 km−1. The dispersion at 1064 nm
in taper B was found to vary from 40 to 10 ps nm−1 km−1 (fig. 4.3f). With
these ratios, taper A should give a large compression, whereas taper B should
give approximately a factor of four in temporal compression.
4.2.3 Experiment
This section details the experiment carried out using a fibre grating compressor
setup as a pump source for the tapers, carried out by J. C. Travers at Imperial
College, London. The fibre grating compressor was set up as shown in fig. 4.4.
Pulses with a duration of 6 ps were taken from a mode-locked ytterbium fibre
laser and amplified by an ytterbium-doped fibre amplifier. These were then
passed through a section of normally dispersive polarisation-maintaining fibre
to apply a selective (by changing the length of the fibre) degree of approxi-
mately linear chirp to the pulses. Complete compensation for the chirp was
then achieved by varying the separation of a transmission grating pair. This
setup allowed the production of approximately bandwidth-limited pulses, time
bandwidth product < 0.75, tunable between 100 and 900 fs. The pulse energy
coupled into the tapers was varied by means of a half-wave plate placed before
the polarised transmission gratings, with a second half-wave plate placed be-
fore the input of the taper to control the polarisation of the input pulses. The
input pulse duration was adjusted for the highest compression ratio for each
of the pulses. For taper A, 655 fs pulses were used; for taper B, 830 fs pulses
were used.
Figure 4.4: Experimental setup for pumping the fibre tapers. The ytterbium-
doped fibre amplifier is labelled YDFA.
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The pulses from both tapers were recorded spectrally on an OSA and tempo-
rally on an autocorrelator, with the input and output powers also recorded.
The results for taper A and taper B can be seen in fig. 4.5 and fig. 4.6 respec-
tively.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.5: Results for taper A. (a) shows autocorrelations of the input (655 fs,
green) and output (43 fs, red) pulses. (b) shows the output pulse duration as a
function of input pulse energy for an input pulse duration of 655 fs. (c) shows
the output spectrum for the 43 fs (input energy 10.5 pJ) pulse shown in (a).
For taper A, a maximum compression ratio of 15 was observed from 655 fs
to 43 fs at the full-width half-maximum. However, the soliton length for this
input pulse was calculated to be 11 m; therefore, a taper length of 17 m was
insufficient for ASC alone. The large compression ratio has therefore been
attributed to the combined effects of SEC and ASC. The optimal length for
SEC from anN = 2 soliton (the optimal length decreases withN , equation 4.2)
was calculated to be 4 m, so it could not be acting alone. A small dispersive
component was observed spectrally at around 1160 nm; this was attributed to
the output dispersion of the taper becoming slightly normal at the end of the
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taper.
(a) (b)
(c)
Figure 4.6: Results for taper B. (a) shows autocorrelations of the input (830 fs,
green) and output (55 fs, red) pulses. (b) shows the output pulse duration as a
function of input pulse energy for an input pulse duration of 830 fs. (c) shows
output spectra for input pulse energies of 5.0 pJ (blue), 5.6 pJ (red),7.4 pJ
(green) and 10.2 pJ (purple). The Raman self frequency shift for higher powers
can clearly be seen.
The results for taper B are shown in fig. 4.6. A 55 fs output pulse was gener-
ated from a 830 fs input pulse; a factor of 15 compression. The time bandwidth
product calculated from fig. 4.6a and fig. 4.6c was 0.31. This is a larger com-
pression ratio than the dispersion ratio of 4 would indicate to be possible. To
understand fully how such a large compression was achieved, we must look
at the spectral results (fig. 4.6c). Here, for increasing power, a large spectral
shift towards longer wavelengths is observed, due to Raman self scattering.
The final output pulse is centered just below 1200 nm. Fig. 4.3f shows that
the dispersion at this point is again close to zero, so the wavelength shift
has significantly aided the compression. Soliton compression using wavelength
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shifting solitons has been demonstrated in uniform fibres [89]. In addition to
the Raman shift with power, fig. 4.6b shows that the pulse does not contin-
ually compress with increasing power, there are regions where it broadens,
by ≈ 50 fs, before compressing again. This maybe due to the residual pump
distorting the autocorrelation measurements, however, the Raman shift could
also be playing a part. 4.4 shows that τfwhm ∝ λ3, this may lead to a pulse
that has a larger wavelength shift but still not experienced a large variation
in dispersion lengthening temporally. This lengthening is not seen in the date
shown for taper A in fig. 4.5b, however, as well as the Raman shift being
significantly smaller, the amount of data points is significantly less for similar
pulse energies than in fig. 4.6b. It should also be noted that the pulse duration
scale ranges from 0 to 1000 fs in fig. 4.5b and from 0 to 350 fs in fig. 4.6b, on
the larger scale the compression would appear smoother for taper B.
4.2.4 Conclusions
We have demonstrated the use of dispersion-decreasing PCF tapers in order
to compress optical pulses. A maximum compression factor of 15 at 1064 nm
was achieved in two tapers, with pulses as short as 43 fs generated in one of
the tapers. As the soliton length for the input pulse is too short in this taper
for ASC to act alone, the total compression is attributed to the combined
contributions of ASC and SEC. The compression in these tapers appears to
be limited by the extent of the anomalous dispersion region. Better control
over the fabrication could lead to shorter pulses. The ultimate limit for this
type of tapers is most likely to be third order dispersion, which will begin to
act against the compression when the second order dispersion becomes close
to zero [42,78]. This method could be used to form ultra-short pulses in high
power fibre lasers.
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4.3 Further work
The simplest improvement that would allow better fabrication of tapers would
be to gain greater control of the tapering process. Modifications are currently
being made to our fibre drawing tower to allow tailored taper profiles through
computer control of the speed at which the fibre is pulled out of the furnace. A
similar system is also being constructed for tailored pressure control. Fig. 4.1a
shows the change in dispersion when the d/Λ ratio is changed for a constant
Λ. The dispersion decreases with little change to the position of the region of
zero slope. With greater control over the profile of the pressure transitions,
tapers could be fabricated without varying the outer diameter of the fibre, thus
simplifying the process. The modifications to the taper fabrication process will
allow far greater control over the taper length with greater control over the
dispersion profile along the length.
Tapers with ultra-flat dispersion profiles at the output [21] could provide very
short output results due to the significant reduction in third order dispersion.
Although, these would operate around the 1550 nm telecoms band. Tapered
hollow core fibres for ASC have also been demonstrated for high energy soliton
compression [90,91].
Further investigation into SEC in short (<2 mm) lengths of PCF could be done
using the method of ref. 85. Particular points would be the use of high power
fibre lasers rather than titanium sapphire oscillators as pump sources for pulse
generation of a few femtoseconds, or the effects of tapering the short lengths
of fibre.
The next chapter presents more work in nonlinear fibre optics. Although
it does not directly relate to this chapter soliton dynamics and dispersion
engineering again underly the work.
Chapter 5
Supercontinuum generation
5.1 Introduction
The nonlinear mechanisms discussed in chapter 2 give a good understanding
of supercontinuum generation, but cannot be said to be complete. In particu-
lar, the exact mechanism which defines the “blue” (that is to say the shortest
wavelengths, even if they are not actually blue) edge of the supercontinuum
cannot clearly be identified. In this chapter we show results which investigate
a theory for the defining mechanism for the short wavelength edge of super-
continua, then we show how this theory can be exploited in order to extend
the bandwidth of supercontinua to higher frequencies.
5.2 Group index matching
The initial mechanisms for generating wavelengths shorter than the pump
wavelength in supercontinuum generation are self phase modulation (strong
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for femtosecond pulses), four-wave mixing (when the pump is in the normal
dispersion regime) and resonant dispersive wave emission from solitons. It
is the latter of these which generates most of the short wavelength radia-
tion in most cases [57]. However for a soliton of given peak power resonant
radiation will only be generated around narrow band resonance in the nor-
mal dispersion regime and in reasonable proximity to the zero GVD point
of the fibre (the bandwidth of the soliton has to overlap with the resonant
wavelength). Although many solitons are generated with different peak pow-
ers (and hence resonant wavelengths) this cannot account completely for the
structure of short wavelength side of the continuum. In particular wavelengths
far greater than 600 nm from the zero GVD point can be present. Publications
from Nishizawa [92] and Gorbach [93, 94] have explored a concept known as
group index matching, proposed here as one of the defining mechanisms for
the short wavelength edge of supercontinua. To understand the concept of
group index matching we must be familiar with a typical group index curve
for a silica fibre, fig. 5.1, which takes the shape of a skewed “U” (when plotted
as a function of wavelength). The dispersion in the different regions of the
curve, which is related to the derivative of the group index, is also labelled in
fig. 5.1. On the short wavelength side of the turning point, corresponding to
the zero dispersion wavelength (the minimum of the “U”), the dispersion is
normal; on the long wavelength side the dispersion is anomalous. The group
index on the short wavelength side of the zero is almost completely defined
by the group index of the bulk material and provides little opportunity for
modification. However, the long wavelength arm can be strongly modified by
waveguide effects. The importance of this will be shown fully later in this
chapter.
The idea of group index matching in supercontinua can be understood as
follows: part of the initial pulse breaks up into a series of fundamental soli-
tons [53] which then self-frequency shift, propagating up the long wavelength
arm of the “U”. The initial dispersive radiation on the short wavelength side of
the zero GVD point is generated through dispersive wave generation, degener-
ate FWM and SPM. The dispersive waves initially have a group velocity lower
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Figure 5.1: A typical group index curve varying with wavelength for a silica
fibre. The normal and anomalous dispersion regimes are shown, and schematic
representations of a self-frequency-shifting soliton (red) and trapped dispersive
radiation (blue) are shown. The span of a supercontinuum pumped in the
anomalous dispersion regime is shown in green.
than the solitons; however, as the solitons self frequency shift to longer wave-
lengths, the group index increases and the solitons continuously slow down so
the dispersive radiation catches up. The Kerr-induced refractive index change
from the solitons interacts with dispersive radiation propagating with a now
similar group index in the short wavelength arm, and shifts the blue radiation
to shorter wavelengths in a four-wave mixing process. The soliton continues
to slow and again the dispersive radiation catches up and is shifted to shorter
wavelengths, and this process is repeated in a cascaded process. This trapped
radiation ultimately defines the blue edge, and the solitons define the infrared
edge, intimately linking the short and long wavelength edges of supercontinua.
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5.3 Femtosecond pumping
In order to provide experimental evidence for the theory of group-index-matched
FWM, a highly nonlinear photonic crystal fibre was fabricated from fused sil-
ica, shown in fig. 5.2a, using the stack and draw method [5]. The fibre was
created to have a zero dispersion wavelength close to 820 nm, the dispersion
is plotted in fig. 5.2b. This particular fibre provides a good medium in which
to observe supercontinuum generated by a Titanium Sapphire oscillator pump
at 800 nm, owing to the proximity of the zero dispersion wavelength to the
pump. Our experiment was carried out on a 2 m section of fibre. For fem-
tosecond pulses in a highly nonlinear fibre of 3µm, core this is many times
the nonlinear length which will allow the various stages of the continuum to
develop fully.
5.3.1 Experiment
The beam from the Titanium Sapphire oscillator (200 fs pulses at 800 nm wave-
length) was aligned with one of the polarisation axes of the fibre by means of
a half-wave plate placed before the fibre input. The output continuum was
recorded on an optical spectrum analyser (OSA) directly from the fibre us-
ing a bare fibre adapter. A 10 cm section of the output end of the fibre was
then removed and the output continuum recorded again, and this process was
repeated until there was only a 20 cm section of fibre remaining.
5.3.2 Results
The results were then plotted as a function of length, on a logarithmic inten-
sity scale, in order to build up an image of the spectral evolution over the fibre
length; this is shown in fig. 5.3. The initial symmetrical spectral broadening
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.2: (a) A scanning electron micrograph of the nonlinear optical fibre
used for femtosecond continuum generation; the core size is approximately
2.7µm. (b) Measured group index (crosses) and group velocity dispersion
(solid line) profiles for (a).
around the pump (A) is attributed to self phase modulation. The blue edge
(B) is then defined by dispersive wave generation from a soliton (Cherenkov
radiation) and degenerate four-wave mixing. Spectral broadening on the short
wavelength plot as the continuum evolves in this region is minimal. The fea-
ture shifting to longer wavelengths (C) from 1.2 m is an ejected fundamental
soliton which is a product of soliton fission; at this point the blue edge begins
to shift to shorter wavelengths (D). This broadening can be explained in terms
of group index matching to the fundamental soliton (C). Fig. 5.4 again shows
the evolution of our experimental continuum (fig. 5.4a). Here, modelling by
Gorbach [93] has also been included for comparison (fig. 5.4b) along with the
group index curve of the fibre (fig. 5.4c). In the modelled case the fibre pa-
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rameters and input pulse are set to be the same as in our experiment. The
spectral broadening mechanisms identified in the experiment are clear: initial
symmetrical broadening, then between 0.2 and 1.2 m no broadening occurs on
the short wavelength edge, after which the blue edge begins to shift to shorter
wavelengths. The wavelength of the soliton and the wavelength of the shifting
dispersive radiation are mapped onto the group index curve for the fibre, and
can be seen to be propagating with the same group index in opposite arms of
the curve.
Figure 5.3: Spectral evolution as a function of length for a 3µm core highly
nonlinear fibre pumped at 800 nm. The initial symmetrical broadening around
the pump in region A is due to self-phase modulation. The blue edge at B
is defined by dispersive wave generation (Cherenkov radiation). A frequency
shifting soliton on the long wavelength edge (labelled C) and trapped dispersive
radiation on the short wavelength edge (labelled D) can be seen after 1.2 m.
The results of this experiment confirm that group index matching defines the
short-wavelength edge of supercontinua. In the next section we show how the
cladding structure of PCFs can be modified to take advantage of group index
matching and produce continua with bandwidths extending into the blue and
ultraviolet regions from pump sources at 1064 nm.
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Figure 5.4: (a) Spectral evolution as a function of length as in fig. 5.3. (b)
shows simulations with similar parameters to (a), and (c) shows the group
index of the fibre aligned to the computed spectrum.
5.4 Nanosecond and picosecond pumping
5.4.1 Introduction
Although supercontinua with wavelengths as short as 400 nm have been gen-
erated using a Titanium Sapphire oscillator pumping a small-core highly non-
linear PCF [64], such sources are not practical for day to day laboratory
use owing to their bulky nature, high maintenance, lack of portability and
high cost. One popular configuration for laboratory supercontinuum systems
therefore consists of a section of endlessly single mode (ESM) fibre [6] with a
zero dispersion wavelength close to 1064 nm pumped by either a Q-switched
Nd:YAG [63] or a commercial high powered fibre laser [81,82] at 1064 nm. The
Q-switched sources typically generate continua using sub-nanosecond pulses,
providing low-cost bright white light sources for general laboratory use with an
average output power of the order of a few tens of milliwatts. The mode-locked
high-power fibre laser pumps use pulses of a few picoseconds to generate high
power (typically a few watts of average power) continua for applications with
more stringent requirements. The bandwidth of these sources, however, seems
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to be intrinsically limited on the short wavelength edge to around 450-500 nm,
missing the blue frequencies, giving them a “yellow” rather than “white” ap-
pearance. The wavelength range immediately below this is of specific interest,
as these sources would then incorporate the entire visible spectrum and include
a useful spectral band for fluorescence imaging applications [95,96]. Reported
methods of generating deeper blue frequencies include fibre post-processing
techniques, fibre tapering and phase matching to higher order modes [68].
Xiong et al. reported on generating a continuum using a small section of fibre
taper (1.2 cm) in which, after initial four-wave mixing events had taken place
in a conventionally used ESM fibre, the antistokes peak lay close to the zero
dispersion wavelength of the taper waist. Kudlinski et al. [70] reported on
using longer tapers fabricated on a fibre drawing tower with the zero disper-
sion wavelength decreasing along the fibre length, allowing phase matching
conditions to be satisfied for shorter wavelengths in the fibre.
Figure 5.5: Modelled group index curves as a function of wavelength for bulk
silica (green), an endlessly single mode fibre with a 5µm core (blue) and a
5µm silica strand surrounded by air (black). The red dashed line indicates
the intrinsic limit on the long wavelength edge for a frequency shifting soliton
at 2500 nm. The group index matched short wavelength edge for each is then
shown.
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5.4.2 Exploitation of group index matching
The concept of group index matching can be used to enhance the light gen-
erated in the blue and ultraviolet regions. The idea behind enhanced blue
frequency generation is simple and can be explained using the modelled group
index curves in fig. 5.5. The three curves shown are that of: bulk silica (green),
a typical ESM fibre (modelled after Saitoh et al. [97]) used for supercontin-
uum generation (blue) and a silica strand surrounded by air (black). The
silica strand is of a similar size to the core region of the ESM fibre, 5µm. If
we look on the short wavelength side of the minima, we can see that all three
profiles are similar; they are defined here primarily by the bulk material which
leaves little scope for modification. On the long wavelength side, however,
clear differences in the steepness of the curves with respect to wavelength can
be seen. This is due to increased waveguide effects modifying the bulk curve.
The effective index contrast between the cladding and core of the ESM fibre
is not as strong as the contrast between the strand and air. This results in
the long wavelength arm of the strand being significantly steeper than that of
the ESM fibre. Now consider a soliton self-frequency shifting in each of these
three cases. In all, the limiting factor for the soliton shift is the rapidly rising
material absorption of silica at around 2.5µm (fig. 5.6 [26]); this is exacer-
bated in PCFs by the presence of OH− ions, which have a strong absorption
peak around 2.4µm. This limit is shown in fig. 5.5 by the dashed red line at
2500 nm; the matched wavelengths of similar group index (also joined by hor-
izontal dashed lines) can clearly be seen to shift to shorter wavelengths as the
series progresses from bulk material to a strand in air. Thus the intrinsic limit
for the generation of deeper blue frequencies is actually governed by the long
wavelength side of the group index curve. A silica strand in air will therefore
allow the generation of deeper blue wavelengths. A simple practical approx-
imation for a silica strand in air is what is known as a high-∆ fibre design,
where the cladding region incorporates a high air-filling fraction, as shown in
fig. 5.7(b). This design is common for smaller ‘highly nonlinear’ PCFs [71],
which typically have a core size between 1 and 3µm, but has not previously
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been exploited on a larger scale for supercontinuum applications.
Figure 5.6: Bulk attenuation spectra for wet (high OH content, F100) and
dry (low OH content, F300) synthetic silica. The labels refer to the specific
overtones which make up the peaks, where ν3 and ν1 refer to the fundamental
OH vibration and SiO4 tetrahedron vibration respectively. Reproduced from
ref. 26.
5.4.3 Experiment
A large-core high-∆ fibre was fabricated (d/Λ = 0.77 and Λ = 3.7, fig. 5.7)
from fused silica (Heraeus F300) using the stack and draw method [1]. An
identical length of ESM fibre (d/Λ = 0.43 and Λ = 3.0, fig. 5.7) was used
for comparison. The core sizes of both fibres were 4.7µm. Sub-ns (600 ps)
pulses from a microchip laser at 1064 nm, ≈ 60 mW average output power
and 7 kHz repetition rate, were launched into 10 m sections of each fibre. The
input power was varied by means of a neutral density filter placed before the
fibre input. We measured the output power using a thermal power meter
placed at the fibre output for direct comparison between the two fibres. The
visible component of the dispersed output spectra of both fibres under identical
pump conditions, as recorded by a digital camera, can be seen in fig. 5.8. The
high-∆ fibre can be seen glowing white with blue and violet frequencies in
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Figure 5.7: Scanning electron micrographs of (a) the endlessly single-mode
fibre (d/Λ = 0.43 and Λ = 3.0) and (b) the high-∆ fibre (d/Λ = 0.77 and
Λ = 3.7). (c) Shows the corresponding modelled group index curves for (a)
blue and (b) red.
its spectrum. The short wavelength output (350-1750 nm) was collected by
a multimode fibre and recorded on an optical spectrum analyser (Ando AO-
63158), and the long wavelength edge (1100-2550 nm) of the continuum was
collected by a short straight length of single mode fibre and recorded on a near
infrared spectrometer (Ocean Optics NIR-256). The pump peaks were filtered
out using a long pass filter (cut-off wavelength 1600 nm) to prevent multi-order
interference in the measurement. The complete spectrum for the high-∆ fibre
at the highest recorded output power can be seen in fig. 5.8 extending from
400 to 2500 nm.
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Figure 5.8: (a) A digital photograph showing a comparison of our two tested
fibres pumped by sub-ns 1064 nm microchip lasers. The endlessly single mode
fibre is glowing yellow and its dispersed output spectrum is the lower of the two;
the dimmer white fibre is our high-∆ fibre and its dispersed output spectrum
can be seen at the top clearly including blue and violet frequencies. (b) Shows
the full output spectrum from our high-∆ fibre. The short wavelengths were
recorded on an OSA (blue) and the long wavelengths were recorded on a near
infrared spectrometer (red).
Spectra were recorded for four different output powers using each fibre. The
short and long wavelength edges were defined by identifying a point at a fixed
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value (either 10, 15 or 20 dB below a feature which appeared in all the spectra
for either the long or short wavelength edges). The edges were then overlaid
onto the two modelled group index curves as shown in fig. 5.7(c), and are shown
in fig. 5.9. The points at either side of the spectrum for different powers are
joined by straight lines. The agreement is good; that is, the lines joining the
short and long wavelength edges are almost horizontal on the plot. This gives
strong support to the concept that group index matching is also the limiting
factor in ultraviolet continuum generation for sub-nanosecond pulses.
Figure 5.9: Modelled group index curves for the two tested fibres, overlaid onto
them are the edges of the continua for different output powers. Corresponding
short and long wavelength edges are joined together. The insert shows the
blue edges of both continua on full power.
5.4.4 Optimisation
The optimisation of the high-∆ fibre to generate the shortest possible wave-
lengths without detrimental effects to other properties of the supercontinuum
is important. Modelling of different fibres with the same d/Λ ratio but smaller
Λ (and hence core size) is shown in fig. 5.10a. This shows that simply decreas-
ing the fibre size causes the infrared arm of the group index curve to steepen,
which in turn would lead to group index matching to a deeper blue. Two fur-
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ther smaller fibres were drawn (we refer to them by their core sizes, see section
1.4: 4.4µm and 4.2µm) in addition to the high-∆ fibre used in the previous
experiment. All had the same d/Λ. The modelled group index curves for these
fibres are shown in fig. 5.10a. The infrared edge can be seen to steepen as the
pitch becomes smaller, indicating that shorter wavelength generation should
be possible in these fibres. In order to test this, the fibres were then pumped
with the same sub-nanosecond source as the earlier experiments, and the short
wavelength edge again recorded on an OSA. The series is plotted in fig. 5.10b.
The shapes of the individual spectra do indeed stretch to shorter wavelengths
for the smaller cores. However, there is approximately a 5 dB decrease in
the visible spectrum for the successively smaller cores where no decrease was
observed on the long wavelength side of the pump. The primary mechanism for
supercontinuum generation on the long wavelength side of the pump is Raman-
shifting solitons, which are largely unaffected by the proximity of the pump to
the zero dispersion wavelength of the fibre. However, on the short wavelength
side, new frequencies are initially generated by other processes such as four
wave mixing and dispersive wave generation, before being shifted by group
index matching. These processes require the pump to be in close proximity to
the zero dispersion point of the fibre. As the fibre pitch is changed in order to
steepen the infrared edge, the zero dispersion wavelength is also further shifted
away from the pump, reducing the intensity of the dispersive radiation initially
generated which is then blue shifted. Similar experiments were carried out on
the same fibres using a fibre laser (Fianium Femtopower 1060-1µJ-pp, 0.5 kHz
repetition rate) emitting 7 ps pulses at 1064µm as a pump. The results are
shown in fig. 5.10(c). In this case, the spectra did not show any decrease in
the visible intensity between the successive fibres. A possible explanation for
this is that the 7 ps pulses are inherently broader and experience more SPM
and dispersive wave generation than the sub-ns pulses. The increased SPM
shifts more radiation closer to the zero dispersion wavelength.
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Figure 5.10: (a) Shows the modelled group index curves for a series of progres-
sively smaller fibres with the same d/Λ ratio; core size=4.7, 4.4 and 4.2µm,
shown in green, red and blue respectively. (b) shows the short wavelength
edge for the same fibre series with sub-nanosecond pumping; the colouring is
the same as in (a). (c) shows the shortwavelength edge of the same fibre se-
ries under pumping from a commercial high-power picosecond fibre laser. The
spectra in (c) have been normalised to the peak intensity; however, those in
(b) have been left un-normalised in order to show the observed 5 dB decrease
between smaller fibres.
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5.4.5 Computational optimisation
Further modelling of high-∆ fibres was carried out. First we discuss the effect
of shifting the zero dispersion wavelength from ≈980 nm to the pump wave-
length by making the fibre larger. Fig. 5.11a shows four group index curves:
the ESM and high-∆ fibre used for our initial comparison, and two larger
high-∆ fibres. The larger fibres both have d/Λ = 0.84 with Λ =4.64µm and
5.64µm respectivly. The zero dispersion wavelength of the largest fibre has
been shifted to approximately 1060 nm, some 80 nm longer than our original
fibre. Making the fibre larger, however, has also modified the long wavelength
arm of the group index curve. The group index at 2500 nm is now comparable
that of the ESM fibre, indicating that no advantage in terms of blue frequency
generation would be gained if the zero dispersion wavelength were at the pump
wavelength. The mismatch between the zero dispersion wavelength and the
pump is therefore critical in generating additional blue frequencies through
this fibre design.
In the second case shown in fig. 5.11b, silica strands of progressively smaller
sizes are plotted until the second zero dispersion wavelength (shown as a turn-
ing point in the group index curve) comes down to 2500 nm. At this point
the dispersion changes from anomalous to normal with increasing wavelength,
providing a limit to soliton propagation. If this is shifted below the absorp-
tion band around 2500 nm, it will become the limiting factor in group index
matching. Therefore the strand where the second turning point is at the ab-
sorption will provide the steepest long wavelength edge without prohibiting
soliton propagation over the transmission window of silica. It can clearly be
seen that the 2µm strand provides this case, and indicates that a short wave-
length edge of around 300 nm should be achievable. This strand has a zero
between 700 and 800 nm, so would be ideal for Titanium Sapphire laser sys-
tems. This core size is similar to that of the fibre used in the first reported
supercontinuum generation by Ranka [64]. The generated continuum in this
publication stretched from 400 nm to 1500 nm which matches closely in group
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index on our curve. The mismatch in wavelength with our theoretical min-
imum implies that the full extent of the possible ultraviolet continuum that
could be generated in this fibre was not exploited.
(a)
(b)
Figure 5.11: (a) Shows modelled group index curves for the two measured
fibres and two larger high-∆ fibres, Λ =4.46µm (orange) and Λ =5.46µm
(purple). In both cases d/Λ = 0.836. (b) Shows a series of modelled group
index curves for silica strands in air. The dashed lines indicate which the
theoretical extent of group index matched continua for the 2µm and 5µm
strands, limited at 2500 nm on the long wavelength edge.
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5.5 Ultraviolet grade silica
Ultraviolet grade silica is fused silica that has not undergone purification pro-
cesses involving Cl− ions (which are used to remove troublesome OH− ions).
Chlorine has strong absorption bands in the ultraviolet part of the spectrum,
so ultraviolet grade silica has lower losses in the ultraviolet band, which could
potentially prove useful for ultraviolet-enhanced supercontinuum generation.
A fibre series with similar core sizes to those compared in the previous section
was fabricated using ultraviolet grade silica (Heraeus F100 fig. 5.6) as shown in
fig. 5.12(a). The fibres were pumped with the same 7 ps source reported in the
previous section and the resulting spectra recorded on an OSA, fig. 5.12(b).
Although shifting to shorter wavelengths for progressively smaller cores can
still be observed, the edges are approximately 50 nm higher than our F300
fibres, and there are also large absorption peaks in the spectra. The inclu-
sion of more OH− ions gives rise to strong water absorption peaks, which are
particularly noticeable around 1340 nm where the loss in this region nearly
exceeds the gain from supercontinuum generation. After this point there is a
10 dB decrease in the intensity of the continuum. This is most likely a result
of the Raman shifting solitons losing energy as they pass through the absorp-
tion peak. The strong OH− absorption band around 2.4µm, shown in fig. 5.6,
is dramatically larger. This limits how far a frequency shifting soliton can
progress, in turn, through group index matching. This will be the most likely
limitation on the short wavelength edge.
5.6 Conclusions
Group index matching has been investigated experimentally to confirm that
it is the limiting factor of the short wavelength edge of supercontinua. With
this additional understanding in supercontinuum dynamics we redesigned the
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5.12: (a) Shows a scanning electron micrograph of an ultraviolet grade
silica high-∆ fibre. (b) Shows the short wavelength spectra recorded on an
OSA for the ultraviolet fibre series. Although shifting to shorter wavelengths
for smaller cores can still be observed, the recorded edges are not as short as
fused silica, and large water absorption peaks can also be seen.
cladding structure of PCFs, used to generate continua from 1064 nm pump
sources, and exploited group index matching to generate continua incorporat-
ing the entire visible spectrum, <400 nm. Ultraviolet grade silica has been
explored as a possibility to enhance further in the visible-ultraviolet; however,
the presence of greater amounts of OH− ions has proved too detrimental to
the supercontinuum generation process to warrant further investigation.
Chapter 6
Conclusions and the future
In this thesis we have explored linear and nonlinear properties of PCFs fab-
ricating new fibres with improved designs. Several new designs have been
modelled, fabricated and characterised for different applications.
In chapter 3 we reported on an all-solid photonic bandgap fibre with restruc-
tured cladding matrix. The replacement of high-index rods with thin rings
reorganises the cladding modes, suppressing those which couple strongly to
the fundamental core mode when the fibre is bent. We have experimentally
verified that suppression of these modes reduces losses when the fibre is bend
by comparing the performance of our fibre to a similar (in core size, pitch
etc. rod fibre. The method of fabricating the cladding structure, by stacking
the unit cell and drawing it to canes demonstrates a method of creating novel
cladding structures.
In chapter 4 we demonstrated the use of dispersion-decreasing PCF tapers in
order to compress optical solitons. A maximum compression factor of 15 at
1064 nm was achieved in two tapers, with pulses as short as 43 fs generated
in one of the tapers. Although these tapers were both initially fabricated for
compression via adiabatic soliton compression, the soliton length for the input
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pulse was too short in one of the tapers for adiabatic soliton compression
to be acting alone. The total compression was attributed to the combined
contributions of adiabatic soliton compression and soliton effect compression.
The compression in these tapers is limited by the extent of the anomalous
dispersion region. Better control over the fabrication could lead to shorter
pulses.
In chapter 5 we demonstrated experimentally that group index matching is
the responsible effect for defining the short wavelength edge of supercontinua.
We then showed how modifying the cladding structure of fibres typically used
for supercontinuum generation with 1064 nm pump sources can extend the
bandwidth of supercontinuum sources <400 nm, some 50 nm deeper than pre-
viously reported in uniform fibres. This result is not only important in the
field of optics, but has broadened the applications of supercontinuum sources
in medical imaging. In particular, an important line for cytology lies at 405 nm
and supercontinuum sources based on our improved design now achieve this
wavelength and are being sold commercially.
Although my work has advanced the field, it still remains fertile. Medical
imaging techniques still require supercontinuum sources with shorter wave-
lengths and commercial fibre laser companies are interested in solitonic pulse
compression to deliver high-power, ultrashort, bandwidth-limited pulses. In
these cases my work has taken the first step, but there remains plenty still to
do.
Appendix A
List of acronyms
TIR Total internal reflection
PCF Photonic crystal fibre
PBGF Photonic bandgap fibre
HC-PCF Hollow core photonic crystal fibre
AS-PCF All solid photonic crystal fibre
GVD Group velocity dispersion
MI Modulation instability
FWM Four wave mixing
SPM Self phase modulation
XPM Cross phase modulation
SRS Stimulated Raman scattering
SBS Stimulated Brillouin scattering
SEC Soliton effect compression
ASC Adiabatic soliton compression
ARROW Anti-resonant reflecting optical waveguide
DOS Density of states
OSA Optical spectrum analyser
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